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Abstract: We consider sequences of random variables living in a finite sum of Wiener chaoses. We
find necessary and sufficient conditions for convergence in law to a target variable living in the sum of
the first two Wiener chaoses. Our conditions hold notably for sequences of multiple Wiener integrals.
Malliavin calculus and in particular the Γ-operators are used. Our results extend previous findings by
Azmoodeh, Peccati and Poly (2014) and are applied to central and non-central convergence situations.
Our methods are applied as well to investigate stable convergence. We finally exclude certain classes
of random variables as target variables for sequences living in a fixed Wiener chaos.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Overview
The aim of this paper is to provide new criteria for non-central convergence in law for sequences of polynomial
functionals of a Brownian motion W . In particular, we consider the convergence in law of a sequence of
random variables tFnun to a target variable X , where:
• the random variables Fn have a representation of the form Fn “
řm
p“1 Ippfn,pq for a fixed m ě 2, where
Ipp¨q is the Wiener integral of order p with respect to the Brownian motion W ;
1
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• the target variable X lives in the sum of the first two Wiener chaoses associated with W and can be
represented as:
X “ I1pf1q ` I2pf2q “ aN `
k1ÿ
i“1
bipR2i ´ 1q `
k2ÿ
i“1
rcipP 2i ´ 1q ` diPis,
where all coefficients bi, cj and dj are non-zero and N,Ri,Pj are independent standard normal variables
for 1 ď i ď k1 and 1 ď j ď k2. We shall see that this representation covers in particular random
variables of the form:
X “ aU0 `
nÿ
i“1
λipU2i ´ 1q,
where all coefficients λi are non-zero, U1, . . . ,Un are independent standard normal variables and U0 is
a standard normal variable which may be correlated to U1, . . . , Un.
Our main result (Theorem 1.1) gives a necessary and sufficient criterion for the convergence in law to X :
Theorem 1.1. Consider 0 ď k1, k2 ă 8 and
X “ I1pf1q ` I2pf2q “ aN `
k1ÿ
i“1
bipR2i ´ 1q `
k2ÿ
i“1
rcipP 2i ´ 1q ` diPis, (1.1)
where N,R1, . . . , Rk1 , P1, . . . ,Pk2
i.i.d.„ N p0,1q. Suppose that at least one of the parameters a, k1, k2 is non-
zero. Consider a sequence tFnun of non-zero random variables such that Fn “
řp
i“1 Iipfn,iq for p ě 2 fixed
and tfn,iun Ă Hdi for 1 ď i ď p. Define:
P pxq “ x1`1ra‰0s
k1ź
j“1
px´ bjq
k2ź
j“1
px´ cjq2.
As nÑ8, the following conditions (a) and (b) are equivalent:
(a) (1) κrpFnq Ñ κrpXq, for r “ 1, . . . ,degpP q,
(2) E
»
–
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇE
»
–degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
pΓr´1pFnq ´ ErΓr´1pFnqsq
ˇˇˇ
Fn
fi
fl
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
fi
flÑ 0,
(b) Fn
LawÑ X, as nÑ8.
In this paper, we consider functionals of a Brownian motion. By a standard isometry argument (see e.g.
[21, Section 2.2]), the results immediately extend to the framework of an isonormal Gaussian process on a
general real separable Hilbert space H .
The notations used in this theorem are introduced in Section 2. In particular, the representation of X
in Eq. (1.1) is detailed in Eq. (3.3) and (3.5), κrpY q is the r-th cumulant of a random variable Y and the
sequence tΓipFnqui is defined recursively using Malliavin operators. In Section 3 the representation of the
target random variable in Eq. (1.1) is derived.
Our main result unifies, generalizes and extends previous findings. More precisely, Theorem 1.1:
• further extends to a non-central setting the seminal paper [21] and in particular [15, Theorem 5.3.1]
by dealing with central limit theorems for sequences living in a finite sum of Wiener chaoses,
• extends [16, Theorem 3.4] by considering a sequence tFnun of random variables which are no longer
restricted to the second Wiener chaos but live in a finite sum of Wiener chaoses,
• extends [13, Theorem 1.2], [4, Theorem 3.2] and [6, Proposition 1.7] by considering target variables
involving linear combinations of independent χ2 distributed random variables and adding a possibly
correlated normal variable,
• improves [4, Theorem 3.2] by replacing L2-convergence with L1-convergence and finding thus a neces-
sary and sufficient criterion for convergence in law for a large class of target variables, in particular for
linear combination of independent central χ2 distributed target variables.
In addition to these applications which are discussed in Section 4, Theorem 1.1 is used to investigate stable
convergence in Section 5.
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1.2. History and motivation
The study of convergence in law for sequences of multiple Wiener integrals, by variational techniques, has
been the object of an intense study in recent years. The starting point of this line of research is [21]. In
this reference and later in [20], the authors gave necessary and sufficient criteria for the convergence in law
of a sequence of multiple Wiener integrals Ippfn,pq to a standard normal variable N : If the functions fn,p
are symmetric in the p ě 2 variables with ErIppfn,pq2s Ñ 1, as n Ñ 8, then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(i) ErIppfn,pq4s Ñ 3, as nÑ8,
(ii) }fn,p bl fn,p}Hbp2p´2lq Ñ 0, as nÑ8, for every l “ 1, . . . , p´ 1,
(iii) }DIppfn,pq}2H
L2pΩqÑ p, as nÑ8,
(iv) Ippfn,pq LawÑ N , as nÑ8.
Notice that D is the standard Malliavin derivative operator and fn,p bl fn,p is the contraction of order l,
see Section 2.2. The equivalence of (i), (ii) and (iv) has been found in [21], the equivalence of either one of
these conditions with (iii) has been proved later in [20]. Considering the proof of [20, Theorem 4], it is easy
to see that condition (iii) above can be replaced by:
(iii’) E
“}DIppfn,pq}2H | Ippfn,pq‰ L1pΩqÑ p, as nÑ8.
This is remarkable since conditions of this form play a crucial role in [4] and in the main result of the
present paper. Since this characterisation has been published, limit theorems have been extended beyond
standard normal target variables. In [13], the authors establish, for p ě 2 even, necessary and sufficient
conditions for a sequence tIppfn,pqun of multiple Wiener integrals to converge in law to a Gamma random
variable. The conditions found by Nourdin and Peccati use contractions, convergence of the first moments of
Ippfn,pq and Malliavin derivatives. In particular, the results of [13] cover the convergence in law of a sequence
of multiple Wiener integrals to a random variableX1
Law“ řki“1pN2i ´1q with Ni independent standard normal
variables and 1 ď k ă 8. X1 has a centered χ2 law with k degrees of freedom. The authors also prove that
the convergence is stable in this case. More results about stable convergence can be found in [22] and in the
more recent work [11].
For the case p “ 2, linear combinations of independent centered χ2 distributed random variables are
important since it is known that every element X2 of the second Wiener chaos has a representation of the
form X2
Law“ řni“1 αipN2i ´ 1q, where 1 ď n ď 8 and tNiui is a sequence of independent standard normal
variables, see [9, Theorem 6.1]. It is proved in [16], that every sequence tI2pfn,pqun which converges in law
has a limit of the form α0N0 `
řn
i“1 αipN2i ´ 1q, where Ni are independent standard normal variables. In
[16, Theorem 3.4] the authors use cumulants and a polynomial Q to characterise this convergence in law if
n ă 8.
The idea of using polynomials to find necessary and sufficient conditions for the convergence in law has
proved to be useful. In [4], the authors consider the more general problem of finding necessary and sufficient
conditions for a sequence tFnun to converge to a random variable with a representation of the form
X3
Law“
kÿ
i“1
αipN2i ´ 1q, N1, . . . ,Nk i.i.d.„ N p0,1q, (1.2)
where Fn are random variables living in a (fixed) finite sum of Wiener chaoses, see Section 2.1. For k ă 8,
their main finding, [4, Theorem 3.2] provides a necessary and a sufficient condition for Fn
LawÑ X3, as nÑ8,
in terms of Malliavin operators Γi, defined in Section 2.3.
Linear combinations of independent centered χ2 distributed random variables as in Eq. (1.2) are of great
interest because of their role within the second Wiener chaos. This class of random variables is important
in stochastic geometry as well. In [10], the authors consider the two-dimensional torus and prove the weak
convergence of the normalized nodal length of the so-called ‘arithmetic random waves’, to a target variable
Mη defined by:
Mη :“ ´1´ η
2
a
1` η2 pX
2
1 ´ 1q `
´1` η
2
a
1` η2 pX
2
2 ´ 1q, η P r0,1s,
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where X1, X2 are independent standard normal variables. An important element of the proof is the fact
that the Wiener chaos expansion of the normalised nodal length is dominated by its fourth order chaos
component.
Another line of research, which is closely connected to the previous results, investigates the convergence
of sequences living in a finite sum of Wiener chaoses by using distances between probability measures. In
this context, the distance between two laws F and G is defined as:
dH pF,Gq “ sup
hPH
|ErhpF qs ´ ErhpGqs|,
where H is a class of functions. Different classes H lead to distances such as the Wasserstein, total variation
and Kolmogorov distance, see [15, Appendix C] for details. Upper bounds for the total variation and smooth
distances are proved in [14] and [17]. For most of these results, the distance of a distribution to a centered
normal distribution or a centered χ2 distribution with ν degrees of freedom is considered. Recently, in [6]
a new estimate is proved for the Wasserstein distance of a distribution to a centered χ2 distribution with
ν degrees of freedom. In particular, the authors find a new necessary and sufficient criterion for sequences
living in a fixed Wiener chaos to converge in law to X1 defined above.
In [1] the authors consider target variables of the form given in Eq. (1.2):
X3 “
kÿ
i“1
αipN2i ´ 1q,
where the coefficients are not necessarily pairwise distinct and N1, . . . , Nk are independent standard normal
variables. The authors discuss Stein’s method for this class of target variables and apply a new and original
Fourier-based approach to derive a Stein-type characterisation. The polynomials used in [16, 4] and Γ-
operators, see [4, 15], are combined with the integration by parts formula of Malliavin calculus to derive a
Stein operator which allows to characterise target variables as in Eq. (1.2). The authors consider a linear
combination of Γ-operators which shall be generalized in the present paper and the 2-Wasserstein distance.
In general, the 2-Wasserstein distance between the laws of random vectors U and V is defined as follows:
dW2 pU, V q :“
`
inf E
“}X ´ Y }2d‰˘ 12 ,
where the infimum is taken over all joint distributions of X and Y with respective marginals U and V , and
} ¨ }d stands for the Euclidean norm on Rd, see [2, Definition 1.1]. It is shown that:
dW2pFn, X3q ď C
˜a
∆pFnq `
k`2ÿ
r“2
|κrpFnq ´ κrpX3q|
¸
,
where C is independent of n, the quantity ∆pFnq can be expressed in terms of cumulants κr and polynomials,
the sequence tFnun must satisfy several conditions which hold in particular for sequences living in the second
Wiener chaos. It is proved in particular that:
dW2pFn, X3q ď C
a
∆pFnq, (1.3)
if dimQ span
`
α21, . . . , α
2
k
˘ “ k, see Eq. (1.2). This shows that ∆pFnq Ñ 0, as n Ñ 8, is sufficient for
convergence in the 2-Wasserstein metric which implies convergence in law. In [2], it is shown that the
convergence of the cumulants can not be omitted in the general case. In addition to the upper bound found
in [1], a lower bound for the 2-Wasserstein metric is derived in [2], namely:
dW2pFn, X3q ě C 1
a
∆pFnq,
where C 1 ą 0 is independent of n and the sequence tFnun lives in the second Wiener chaos. In other words, for
sequences living in the secondWiener chaos, weak convergence toX3 is equivalent to ∆pFnq Ñ 0, as nÑ8, if
dimQ span
`
α21, . . . , α
2
k
˘ “ k. The so-called Stein-Tikhomirov method is considered in [3]. This method can be
seen as a combination of Stein’s method with other methods to measure the rate of convergence of a sequence
of random variables. The authors consider in particular the Stein-type characterisation found in [1, Theorem
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2.1] and apply their version of the Stein-Tikhomirov method. The same linear combination of Γ-operators
as in [1] is used and the so-called transfer-principle allows to find upper bounds on smooth Wasserstein
distances using upper bounds on the difference of the characteristic functions of the approximating sequence
and the target variable. For sequences living in the sum of the first p Wiener chaoses and constants C,Θ ą 0
depending only on p, the following bound is proved:
dW2pFn, X3q ď C∆n | logp∆nq|Θ,
where ∆n is expressed in terms of cumulants and Γ-operators. In particular, if k ě 3 in Eq. (1.2), we have
for the Kolmogorov distance that dKolpFn, X3q ď B
?
∆n. Finally the authors find bounds for ∆n if tFnun
lives inside a fixed Wiener chaos and k “ 1 in Eq. (1.2). Even though the aforementioned papers present
important new results for target variables living in the second Wiener chaos, none of them considers target
variables living in the sum of the first two Wiener chaoses with possibly correlated first and second order
components.
The results of [4, Theorem 3.2] are the starting point of the present work. As anticipated, we shall consider
a sequence tFnun of random variables living in a finite (fixed) sum of Wiener chaoses and provide necessary
and sufficient conditions for Fn
LawÑ X4, as n Ñ 8, where k ă 8 and X has the following, more general
form:
X4 “
kÿ
i“1
“
αipN2i ´ 1q ` βiNi
‰
, N1, . . . ,Nk
i.i.d.„ N p0,1q. (1.4)
The representation in Eq. (1.4) is equivalent to one in Eq. (1.1), where we have dropped all vanishing
coefficients and regrouped independent normal variables. Both representations (1.1) and (1.4) are useful for
the discussion to follow. Random variables as in Eq. (1.4) are important since every random variable living in
the sum of the first two Wiener chaoses has a representation of this form, with k ď 8, see [9, Theorem 6.2].
Our conditions make, as in [4], use of the operators Γi. Clearly such a result can be seen as extension of [4,
Theorem 3.2]. For sequences of random variables living in a finite sum of Wiener chaoses, we shall apply our
methods and results to derive necessary and sufficient criteria to prove stable convergence to target variables
with representations as in Eq. (1.4)
1.3. Results and plan
The paper is organized as follows:
- In Section 2, we introduce the necessary notations and give a brief introduction to Malliavin calculus. The
basic elements of this theory shall be needed in the forthcoming proofs.
- In Section 3, we prove our characterisation in Theorems 3.8 and 3.11. The main Theorem 1.1 is then a
direct consequence of these theorems.
- In Section 4, we apply Theorem 1.1 to several situations, such as the convergence in law to a normal
variable or a centered χ2 distributed random variable with k1 degrees of freedom. We shall also recover the
results of [4]. In Theorem 4.6, we give sufficient conditions, based only on cumulants and contractions. We
conclude this section by giving a criterion which excludes certain classes of target variables for sequences
living in a chaos of odd order.
- In Section 5, we give criteria which can be used to determine whether a sequence converges stably.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Multiple Wiener integrals
The reader is referred to [15], [19] or [5] for a detailed introduction to multiple Wiener integrals. Consider
the real Lebesgue space H “ L2pr0,T s, λT q, where λT is the Lebesgue measure on r0, T s. The real separable
Hilbert space H is endowed with the standard scalar product xh, gyH :“
şT
0
hgdλ for all h, g P H . We write
Hbp for L2pr0, T sp, λpT q, where λpT :“ λp|r0, T sp, and define Hdp as the subspace of Hbp containing exactly
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the functions which are symmetric on a set of Lebesgue measure T p. Consider a complete probability space
pΩ,P,Fq and a standard Brownian motion pWtqtPr0,T s with respect to P and the filtration pFtqtPr0,T s. Define
for every h P H :
W phq “ I1phq “
ż T
0
hptqdWt,
then W phq P L2pΩq :“ L2 pΩ,Pq, in other words W phq is square-integrable. We have for h, g P H :
ErW phqW pgqs “ ErI1phq I1pgqs “ xh, gyH .
More generally the q-th Wiener chaos is defined as closed linear subspace of L2pΩq which is generated by the
random variables of the form HqpW phqq where h P H with }h}H “ 1 and Hq is the q-th Hermite polynomial.
The elements of the q-th Wiener chaos can be represented as multiple Wiener integrals. For every fp P Hdp:
Ippfpq :“
ż
r0,T sp
fppt1, . . . , tpqdWt1 . . . dWtp
:“ p!
ż T
0
ˆż tp
0
. . .
ż t3
0
ˆż t2
0
fppt1, . . . , tpqdWt1
˙
dWt2 . . . dWtp´1
˙
dWtp .
It is well known that every F P L2pΩq has a representation of the form F “ ř8p“0 Ippfpq, where I0pf0q “
f0 “ ErF s and the right-hand side converges in L2pΩq. We have moreover for p, q ě 1:
ErIppfpq Iqpgqqs “ 1rp“qs p! xfp, gqyHbp “ 1rp“qs
ż
r0,T sp
fp gq dλ
p
T . (2.1)
For two function fp P Hdp and gq P Hdq, the contraction of r indices is defined for 1 ď r ď p^ q by:
pfp br gqqpt1, . . . , tp`q´2rq “
ż
r0,T sr
fppt1, . . . , tp´r, sqgqptp´r`1, . . . , tp`q´2r , sq dλrpsq.
We have fpbr gq P Hp`q´2r. The symmetrization of fpbr gq is fpb˜rgq. We shall also need the multiplication
formula for multiple Wiener integrals. For fp P Hdp and gq P Hdq, we have:
IppfpqIqpgqq “
p^qÿ
r“0
r!
ˆ
p
r
˙ ˆ
q
r
˙
Ip`q´2rpfpb˜rgqq.
2.2. Malliavin calculus
The reader is referred to [15], [19] or [4] for a detailed introduction to Malliavin calculus. Let k ě 1 and F be
a random variable with F “ f pW ph1q, . . . ,W phkqq where f is an infinitely differentiable rapidly decreasing
function on Rk and h1, . . . , hk P H . Then F is called a smooth random variable and S is the set containing
exactly the smooth random variables. The Malliavin derivative of F is defined by:
DF :“
kÿ
i“1
hiptq BifpW ph1q, . . . ,W phkqq
“
kÿ
i“1
hiptq Bif
˜ż T
0
hipsqdWs, . . . ,
ż T
0
hkpsqdWs
¸
. (2.2)
We have that Dt is closable from L
2pΩ,Pq to L2pΩˆr0, T s,PbλT q, that is (see [5] or [19, Proposition 1.2.1]):
If a sequence tHnunPN Ă L2 pΩ,Pq converges to 0, that is E
“
H2n
‰ Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8, and DtHn converges in
L2pΩ ˆ r0, T s,PbλT q as n Ñ 8, then limnÑ8DtHn “ 0. We write Dom D for the closed domain of D.
Moreover the Malliavin derivative has a closable adjoint δ (under P). The operator δ is called the divergence
operator or, in the white noise case, the Skorohod integral. The domain of δ is denoted by Dom δ, it is the
set of square-integrable random variables v P L2pΩˆ r0,T s,PbλT q with:
E rxDF, vyH s ď cv
a
ErF 2s,
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for a constant cv (depending on v) and all F P D1,2 where D1,2 is the closure of the class of smooth random
variables with respect to the norm:
}F }1,2 :“
`
E
“
F 2
‰` E “}DF }2H‰˘1{2 .
With the scalar product xF,Gy1,2 “ ErFGs ` ErxDF,DGyHs, D1,2 is a Hilbert space. If v P Dom δ, then
δpvq is the element of L2pΩ,Pq characterised by
ErFδpvqs “ Erxv,DF yHs. (2.3)
This relation is often called the integration by parts formula. We have the more general rule (see [15, Propo-
sition 2.5.4]) for F P D1,2, v P Dom δ such that Fv P Dom δ:
δpFvq “ Fδpvq ´ xDF, vyH . (2.4)
For multiple Wiener integrals and f P Hdk, we have (see for instance [19, p.35]):
Dx1Dx2 . . .Dxl
ż T
0
. . .
ż T
0
fpy1, . . . , ykqdWy1 . . . dWyk (2.5)
“ k!pk ´ lq!
ż T
0
. . .
ż T
0
fpy1, . . . , yk´l, x1, . . . , xlqdWy1 . . . dWyk´l .
Formula (2.3) can be generalized for the multiple divergence (see [15, p.33]): If v P Dom δl and F P Dl,2:
E
“
Fδlpvq‰ “ ErxDlF, vyHbl s, (2.6)
see [15] or [19] for details. For m ě 1, p ě 1 and the m-th Malliavin derivative DmF , we can define Dm,p as
the closure of the class of smooth random variables with respect to the norm } ¨ }m,p defined by:
}F }m,p “
˜
Er|F |ps `
mÿ
i“1
E
“}DiF }p
Hbi
‰¸1{p
We define D8 :“ X8m“1 X8p“1 Dm,p.
2.3. Cumulants and Γ-operators
The reader is referred to [4] or [15] for a detailed introduction to cumulants, Malliavin operators and Γ-
operators in particular. The r-th cumulant of a random variable F exists if the r-th moment of F exists
and is defined as κrpF q :“ p´iqr drdtr logErexppitF qs|t“0. The operator L, defined as L “ ´
ř8
q“0 qJq, is the
infinitesimal generator of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semi-group where Jq is the orthogonal projection operator
on the q-th Wiener chaos. The domain of L is D2,2. L admits a pseudo-inverse L´1 and for any F P L2pΩq, we
have L´1F “ ´ř8q“1 1qJqpF q. For F P D8, the sequence of random variables tΓipF qui Ă D8 is recursively
defined as follows:
ΓipF q “ xDF,´DL´1Γi´1pF qyH , for i ě 1,
and Γ0pF q “ F . For F P D8 and r ě 0, we define: MrpF q “ ΓrpF q ´ ErΓrpF qs.
2.4. Stable convergence
The concept of stable convergence is used in Section 5. The reader can find an extensive discussion of this
topic in [8] or [7], the basic facts are resumed in [11]. Consider a sequence tFnun of real random variables on
the complete probability space pΩ,F ,Pq, see Section 2.1. Let F be a real random variable defined on some
extended probability space
`
Ω1,F 1,P1
˘
. We say that Fn converges stably to F , written Fn
st.Ñ F , as nÑ 8,
if:
lim
n
E rZ exp piλFnqs “ E1 rZ exp piλF qs ,
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for every λ P R and every bounded F -measurable random variable Z. Obviously, stable convergence implies
convergence in law, whereas the converse does not hold in general. We notice that the P-completion of
the σ-field generated by the set tI1pfq : f P H with }f}H “ 1u is F . We have thus the following useful
characterisation of stable convergence:
Fn
st.Ñ F if and only if pFn, I1pfqqJ LawÑ pF, I1pfqqJ for every f P H with }f}H “ 1.
3. Main results
We start with an example in order to motivate the reader.
Example 3.1. Consider sequences thn,2un ,
!
f
piq
n,2
)
n
,
!
g
pjq
n,2
)
n
Ă Hd2 for 1 ď i ď k1 and 1 ď j ď k2 for
k1 ą 0 and k2 ą 0. Suppose that the sequences
!
I2pf piqn,2q
)
n
,
!
I2pgpjqn,2q
)
n
and tI2phn,2qun converge in law to
a standard normal variable and that xkn,2, k1n,2yHbH Ñ 0, for any distinct sequences tk2,nun and
 
k12,n
(
n
chosen among thn,2un ,
!
f
piq
n,2
)
n
,
!
g
pjq
n,2
)
n
for 1 ď i ď k1 and 1 ď j ď k2. We have then, see [23, Theorem 1],
as nÑ8:
pI2phn,2q, I2pf p1qn,2q, . . . , I2pf pk1qn,2 q, I2pgp1qn,2q, . . . , I2pgpk2qn,2 qqJ LawÑ ZJ,
where ZJ :“ pN,R1, . . . , Rk1 , P1, . . . , Pk2qJ has a k1`k2`1-dimensional standard normal distribution. The
continuous mapping theorem yields that, as nÑ8:
I2phn,2q `
k1ÿ
i“1
bi
´
I2pf piqn,2q2 ´ 1
¯
`
k2ÿ
j“1
”
cj
´
I2pgpjqn,2q2 ´ 1
¯
` djI2pgpjqn,2q
ı
(3.1)
LawÑ aN `
k1ÿ
i“1
bipR2i ´ 1q `
k2ÿ
j“1
“
cjpP 2j ´ 1q ` djPj
‰
, (3.2)
where N,R1, . . . , Rk1 , P1, . . . , Pk2
i.i.d.„ N p0,1q. It is easy to see that the expression in Eq. (3.1) has a repre-
sentation of the form I4pϕn,4q ` I2pϕn,2q ` ϕn,0 for ϕn,l P Hdl, l “ 0, 2, 4, and limn ϕn,0 “ 0. We find with
Slutsky’s theorem that I4pϕn,4q` I2pϕn,2q LawÑ aN `
řk1
i“1 bipR2i ´ 1q`
řk2
j“1
“
cjpP 2j ´ 1q ` djPj
‰
, as nÑ8.
Remark 3.2. In the present paper we give necessary and sufficient conditions for weak convergence towards
target variables as in Eq. (3.2). We illustrate now why this class of target variables is important.
Consider a random variable X living in the sum of the first two Wiener chaoses:
X :“ I1pf1q ` I2pf2q, (3.3)
with f1 P H and f2 P Hd2. It is known, see [9, Theorem 6.1] or [15, Proposition 2.7.13], that I2pf2q “ř8
k“1 αkpI1phkq2 ´ 1q for an orthonormal system thi|i P Nu Ă H . Suppose from now on that αk ‰ 0 for
1 ď k ď N and αk “ 0 for every k ě N . Consider the projection of f1 on spanph1, . . . , hN q, then we find
f1 “ β1h1 ` . . .` βNhN ` β0h0, where }h0}H “ 1 and h0 K span ph1, . . . , hN q. Hence:
X “ β0I1ph0q `
Nÿ
i“1
“
βiI1ph1q ` αipI1phiq2 ´ 1q
‰
. (3.4)
Since xhi, hjyH “ δi,j , we have that tI1ph0q, . . . , I1phN qu is a set of independent standard normal variables
and some of the coefficients β0, . . . , βN may be equal to 0. The representation of X found in Eq. (3.4) is thus
equivalent to the representation in Eq. (3.2):
X “ aN `
k1ÿ
i“1
bipR2i ´ 1q `
k2ÿ
i“1
rcipP 2i ´ 1q ` diPis, (3.5)
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where bi ‰ 0, cjdj ‰ 0 for 1 ď i ď k1 , 1 ď j ď k2 and N,Ri, Pj are independent standard normal variables
living in the first Wiener chaos. A similar argument applied together with the multiplication formula for
Wiener integrals shows that X “ I1pf1q ` I2pf2q for:
f1 “ ah0 `
k2ÿ
i“1
dih
1
i , f2 “
k1ÿ
i“1
bihib˜hi `
k2ÿ
i“1
cih
1
ib˜h1i, (3.6)
for a set of orthonormal functions h0, h1, . . . , hk1 , h
1
1, . . . , h
1
k2
.
If k1 “ 0, we set bj “ 0 for every j and the empty sum in the representations above is removed. Notice
that an empty product equals 1. We proceed similarly if k2 “ 0. If on the other hand k1 ‰ 0, we suppose
that bj ‰ 0 for every j “ 1, . . . , k1. We proceed similarly if k2 ‰ 0.
The following Lemma shows that random variables with a representation as in Eq. (3.5) extend the class
of random variables with a representation as in Eq. (1.2) by adding a (possibly correlated) normal variable.
Lemma 3.3. Consider the following families of random variables:
(A) X
Law“ aN `řk1i“1 bipR2i ´ 1q`řk2i“1 “ci `P 2i ´ 1˘` diPi‰, where N,R1, . . . , Rk1 , P1, . . . , Pk2 i.i.d.„ N p0,1q
and bi ‰ 0 for 1 ď i ď k1 if k1 ą 0 and cidi ‰ 0 for 1 ď i ď k2 if k2 ą 0.
(B) Y
Law“ aU0 `
řn
i“1 λipU2i ´ 1q where λi ‰ 0 for 1 ď i ď n if n ą 0 and pU0, U1, . . . , UnqJ is a centered
normal vector such that U1, . . . , Un
i.i.d.„ N p0,1q.
Then class (A) coincides with class (B). In other words every random variable in (A) has a representation
as in (B) and vice versa.
Proof. (1) Consider X
Law“ aN`řk1i“1 bipR2i ´1q`řk2i“1rcipP 2i ´1q`diPis as in (A), then, if a2`řk2i“1 d2i ‰ 0:
X
Law“
˜
aN `
k2ÿ
i“1
diPi
¸
`
k1ÿ
i“1
bipR2i ´ 1q `
k2ÿ
i“1
cipP 2i ´ 1q
Law“
gffea2 ` k2ÿ
i“1
d2i
aN `řk2i“1 diPib
a2 `řk2i“1 d2i `
k1ÿ
i“1
bipR2i ´ 1q `
k2ÿ
i“1
cipP 2i ´ 1q.
Define:
Ui “
$’&
’’%
aN`řk2i“1 diPib
a2`řk2i“1 d2i for i “ 0,
Ri for 1 ď i ď k1,
Pi´k1 for k1 ` 1 ď i ď k1 ` k2,
and drop the corresponding terms if k1 “ 0 or k2 “ 0. After renaming the coefficients, we find the
following representation with n :“ k1 ` k2:
X
Law“
gffea2 ` k2ÿ
i“1
d2iU0 `
nÿ
i“1
λipU2i ´ 1q,
and pU0, U1, . . . , UnqJ is clearly centered and normal since every linear combination
řn
i“1 αiUi is nor-
mal. This last property follows directly from N,R1, . . . , Rk1 , P1, . . . , Pk2
i.i.d.„ N p0,1q. The definition of
U1, . . . , Un yields that U1, . . . , Un
i.i.d.„ N p0, 1q. If a2 `řk2i“1 d2i “ 0, then a “ d1 “ . . . “ dk2 “ k2 “ 0.
The equivalence of both representations is trivial in this case.
(2) Consider Y
Law“ aU0 `
řn
i“1 λipU2i ´ 1q as in (B). Since the case a “ 0 is clear, we suppose that a ‰ 0
and U0 „ N p0,1q. Let U :“ pU0, U1, . . . , UnqJ „ N p0pn`1qˆ1,Σq for a positive semi-definite matrix Σ.
Since U1, . . . , Un
i.i.d.„ N p0,1q, we have:
Σ “
¨
˚˚˚
˝
1 σ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ σn
σ1
...
σn
Inˆn
˛
‹‹‹‚.
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We suppose first that detΣ “ 1´řni“1 σ2i ą 0 then Σ “ BBJ for B defined by:
B :“
ˆ ?
detΣ σ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ σn
0nˆ1 Inˆn
˙
P Rpn`1qˆpn`1q.
Consider a n` 1-dimensional standard normal vector V J “ pV0, V1, . . . , VnqJ, then U Law“ BV . Hence:
Y
Law“ a
´?
detΣV0 ` σ1V1 ` . . .` σnVn
¯
`
nÿ
i“1
λipV 2i ´ 1q
Law“ a
?
detΣV0 `
nÿ
i“1
“
λipV 2i ´ 1q ` aσiVi
‰
. (3.7)
Noticing that some of the covariances σi may be zero, Eq. (3.7) yields the representation (A) after
renaming the independent standard normal random variables and the coefficients.
Consider now the case det Σ “ 0, a standard normal vector pV1, . . . , VnqJ and define B P Rpn`1qˆn:
B :“
ˆ
σ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ σn
Inˆn
˙
P Rpn`1qˆn.
Then BBJ “ Σ and U Law“ BV , hence:
Y
Law“ a pσ1V1 ` . . .` σnVnq `
nÿ
i“1
λipV 2i ´ 1q Law“
nÿ
i“1
“
λipV 2i ´ 1q ` aσiVi
‰
.
The statement follows now as above.
Remark 3.4. The random variable X in (A) may lead to a degenerate normal vector pU0, U1, . . . , UnqJ in
(B). In particular a “ k1 “ 0, k2 “ 1 leads to X Law“ d1P1 ` c1pP 21 ´ 1q and the corresponding normal
vector pU0, U1qJ is degenerate. It can be easily deduced from the proof of Lemma 3.3 that pU0, U1, . . . , UnqJ
is non-degenerate if a ‰ 0 or k2 “ 0. In order to simplify our calculations, we shall consider in this paper
target variables of class (A).
We shall need the characteristic function and the cumulants of X , defined in Eq. (3.3) and (3.5).
Lemma 3.5. Consider k1, k2 ě 0 and
X “ I1pf1q ` I2pf2q “ aN `
k1ÿ
i“1
bipR2i ´ 1q `
k2ÿ
i“1
rcipP 2i ´ 1q ` diPis,
as defined in Eq. (3.3) and (3.5) where N,R1, . . . , Rk1 , P1, . . . , Pk2
i.i.d.„ N p0, 1q. We have with ∆l :“ 4c2l `d2l
for the characteristic function ϕX of X:
ϕXpxq “ exp
˜
´a
2x2
2
´ ix
k!ÿ
j“1
bj `
k2ÿ
j“1
x2∆j ` 2icjx
4ixcj ´ 2
¸
ˆ
k1ź
j“1
p1´ 2ixbjq´1{2
k2ź
j“1
p1´ 2ixcjq´1{2,
where, as usual, an empty product equals 1 and an empty sum equals 0. Moreover ϕX is the unique solution
of the initial value problem yp0q “ 1 and:
y1pxq
k1ź
j“1
p1´ 2ixbjq
k2ź
j“1
p1´ 2ixcjq2
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“ ypxq
˜
´xa2 ´ i
k1ÿ
j“0
bj
¸
k1ź
j“1
p1´ 2ixbjq
k2ź
j“1
p1´ 2ixcjq2
` ypxq
k1ź
j“1
p1´ 2ixbjq
k2ÿ
l“1
˜ź
j‰l
p1´ 2ixcjq2
¸`
2xc2l ´ x∆lp1´ 2ixclq ´ x2icl∆l
˘
` ypxq
k2ź
j“1
p1´ 2ixcjq2
k1ÿ
l“1
ibl
ź
j‰l
p1´ 2ixbjq. (3.8)
Proof. Using the characteristic function of the non-central χ2 distribution and the representation:
cjpP 2j ´ 1q ` djPj “ cj
ˆ
Pj ` dj
2cj
˙2
´ d
2
j ` 4c2j
4cj
,
we find for the characteristic functions:
ϕbjpR2j´1qpxq “ p1´ 2ixbjq
´1{2 exp p´ixbjq ,
ϕcjpP 2j ´1q`djPj pxq “ p1´ 2ixcjq
´1{2 exp
ˆ
x2∆j ` 2icjx
4ixcj ´ 2
˙
.
Hence, with the independence of the standard normal random variables:
ϕXpxq “ ϕaN pxq
k1ź
j“1
ϕbjpR2j´1qpxq
k2ź
j“1
ϕcjpP 2j ´1q`djPj pxq
“ exp
ˆ
´a
2x2
2
˙ k1ź
j“1
p1´ 2ixbjq´1{2 exp
˜
´ix
k1ÿ
j“1
bj
¸
k2ź
j“1
p1´ 2ixcjq´1{2
ˆ exp
˜
k2ÿ
j“1
x2∆j ` 2icjx
4ixcj ´ 2
¸
“ exp
˜
´a
2x2
2
´ ix
k1ÿ
j“1
bj `
k2ÿ
j“1
x2∆j ` 2icjx
4ixcj ´ 2
¸
ˆ
k1ź
j“1
p1´ 2ixbjq´1{2
k2ź
j“1
p1´ 2ixcjq´1{2.
Notice that d
dx
1?
1´2ixα “ 1?1´2ixα iα1´2ixα , for every real constant α, thus ϕ1Xpxq equals:
ϕXpxq
˜
´xa2 ´ i
k1ÿ
j“1
bj `
k2ÿ
j“1
2x∆j ` 2icj
4ixcj ´ 2 ´
k2ÿ
j“1
px2∆j ` 2icjxq 4icj
p4ixcj ´ 2q2
`
k1ÿ
j“1
ibj
1´ 2ibj `
k2ÿ
j“1
icj
1´ 2ixcj
¸
“ ϕXpxq
˜
´xa2 ´ i
k1ÿ
j“1
bj ´ x
k2ÿ
j“1
∆j
1´ 2ixcj ´ x
2
k2ÿ
j“1
icj∆j
p1´ 2ixcjq2
`2x
k2ÿ
j“1
c2j
p1´ 2ixcjq2 `
k1ÿ
j“1
ibj
1´ 2ixbj
¸
.
Multiplying by
śk1
j“1p1´ 2ixbjq
śk2
j“1p1 ´ 2ixcjq2 ‰ 0 yields:
ϕ1Xpxq
k1ź
j“1
p1 ´ 2ixbjq
k2ź
j“1
p1´ 2ixcjq2
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“ ϕXpxq
˜
´xa2 ´ i
k1ÿ
j“0
bj
¸
k1ź
j“1
p1´ 2ixbjq
k2ź
j“1
p1´ 2ixcjq2
` ϕXpxq
k1ź
j“1
p1´ 2ixbjq
k2ÿ
l“1
˜ź
j‰l
p1 ´ 2ixcjq2
¸`
2xc2l ´ x∆lp1´ 2ixclq ´ x2icl∆l
˘
` ϕXpxq
k2ź
j“1
p1´ 2ixcjq2
k1ÿ
l“1
ibl
ź
j‰l
p1´ 2ixbjq.
Thus ϕX is a solution of the initial value problem. The uniqueness of the solution follows with the Cauchy-
Lipschitz theorem since
x ÞÑ ´xa2 ´ i
k1ÿ
j“1
bj ´ x
k2ÿ
j“1
∆j
1´ 2ixcj ´ x
2
k2ÿ
j“1
icj∆j
p1´ 2ixcjq2
` 2x
k2ÿ
j“1
c2j
p1´ 2ixcjq2 `
k1ÿ
j“1
ibj
1´ 2ixbj
is continuous and bounded on every (real) interval.
Remark 3.6. Notice that it may be possible to simplify the differential equation if not all coefficients are
pairwise different. In Theorem 1.1, 3.8 and 3.11, this simplification may yield a polynomial of smaller degree.
For a special case, this problem is discussed in Theorem 4.9 and Remark 4.10. For the rest of this section
we shall allow that not all coefficients are pairwise different. In the case of pairwise different coefficients,
the differential equation cannot be simplified and the same observation holds for the polynomials in the
previously cited theorems.
Lemma 3.7. Consider k1, k2 ě 0 and
X “ I1pf1q ` I2pf2q “ aN `
k1ÿ
i“1
bipR2i ´ 1q `
k2ÿ
i“1
rcipP 2i ´ 1q ` diPis,
as defined in Eq. (3.3) and (3.5) where N,R1, . . . , Rk1 , P1, . . . , Pk2
i.i.d.„ N p0, 1q. Then, for r ě 2:
κrpXq “ a21rr“2s `
k1ÿ
j“1
2r´1pr ´ 1q!brj `
k2ÿ
j“1
r2r´1pr ´ 1q!crj ` 2r´3r!cr´2j d2j s.
Proof. We have κ2pNq “ a2, κrpNq “ 0 for r ą 2 and κrpR2j ´ 1q “ 2r´1pr ´ 1q!. We notice:
cjpP 2j ´ 1q ` djPj “ cj
ˆ
Pj ` dj
2cj
˙2
´ d
2
j
4cj
´ cj ,
hence for r ě 2:
κrpcjpP 2j ´ 1q ` djPjq “ crjκr
«ˆ
Pj ` dj
2cj
˙2ff
.
Using the formula for the cumulants of the non-central χ2 distribution, we have for S „ N pµ, 1q:
κrpS2q “ 2r´1pr ´ 1q!p1` rµ2q,
thus:
κrrcjpP 2j ´ 1q ` djPj s “ 2r´1pr ´ 1q!crj
«
1`
ˆ
dj
2cj
˙2
r
ff
“ 2r´1pr ´ 1q!crj ` 2r´3r!cr´2j d2j .
The result follows now with the independence of the random variables.
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We can now prove the first part of our main result: a sufficient criterion for the convergence in law to X .
Theorem 3.8. Consider k1, k2 ě 0 and
X “ I1pf1q ` I2pf2q “ aN `
k1ÿ
i“1
bipR2i ´ 1q `
k2ÿ
i“1
rcipP 2i ´ 1q ` diPis,
as defined in Eq. (3.3) and (3.5) where N,R1, . . . , Rk1 , P1, . . . , Pk2
i.i.d.„ N p0, 1q. Suppose that at least one
of the parameters a, k1, k2 is non-zero. Consider a sequence tFnun of non-zero random variables with Fn “řp
i“1 Iipfn,iq for p ě 2 fixed and tfn,iun Ă Hdi for 1 ď i ď p. Define:
P pxq “ x1`1ra‰0s
k1ź
j“1
px´ bjq
k2ź
j“1
px´ cjq2.
If the following conditions hold, as nÑ8:
(1) κrpFnq Ñ κrpXq, for r “ 1, . . . ,degpP q,
(2) E
»
–
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇE
»
–degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
pΓr´1pFnq ´ ErΓr´1pFnqsq
ˇˇˇ
Fn
fi
fl
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
fi
flÑ 0,
then Fn
LawÑ X, as nÑ8.
Proof. Notice that an empty product equals 1 and an empty sum equals 0. We prove the result for a ‰ 0, the
other case can be treated similarly. We shall use and extend an idea of Nourdin and Peccati, see [13, Paragraph
3.5]. Since supn κ2pFnq ă 8, we have with Chebychev’s inequality that the sequence tFnun is tight. We shall
use the following corollary of Prokhorov’s Theorem: Consider a tight sequence tFnun of random variables.
If every subsequence tFnkuk which converges in law has the same limit Y , then the initial sequence tFnun
converges in law to Y . We consider thus a subsequence tFnkuk which converges in law to some random
variable Y . We notice that limk κ2pFnkq “ limn κ2pFnq “ κ2pXq, hence supk ErF 2nk s ă 8. Since tFnun lives
in a fixed finite sum of Wiener chaoses, the hypercontractivity property implies supk Er|Fnk |rs ă 8 for every
r ě 2. With Fnk LawÑ Y , as k Ñ 8, we have ErY 2s “ limk ErF 2nks “ limn ErF 2ns “ κ2pXq ‰ 0. Hence Y
is a non-zero random variable and we have limk κrpFnkq “ κrpY q for every r. On the other hand we have
limn κrpFnq “ κrpXq for r “ 1, . . . ,degpP q, thus:
κrpXq “ κrpY q, for r “ 1, . . . , degpP q.
To simplify the notations and to avoid complicated indices we shall write from now on tFnun for the subse-
quence. By the previous corollary, the proof is complete if we can prove that ϕFn converges to ϕX . We shall
prove this by showing that ϕY “ limn ϕFn solves the initial value problem of Lemma 3.5. This implies that
ϕY “ ϕX and hence Y Law“ X . The proof is divided in 5 steps:
• Step 1: We show that ϕ1Y p0q “ 0 and find an alternative representation for ErexppixFnqΓrpFnqs.
• Step 2: We calculate:
E
»
–degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
exppixFnqΓr´1pFnq
fi
fl , (3.9)
and:
degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
ErexppixFnqsErΓr´1pFnqs. (3.10)
• Step 3: We calculate ϕ1Y pxq
śk1
j“1p1´ 2ixbjq
śk2
j“1p1´ 2ixcjq2.
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• Step 4: We find an expression for:
ϕY pxq
˜
´xa2 ´ i
k1ÿ
j“0
bj
¸
k1ź
j“1
p1´ 2ixbjq
k2ź
j“1
p1´ 2ixcjq2
` ϕY pxq
k1ź
j“1
p1´ 2ixbjq
k2ÿ
l“1
ź
j‰l
p1 ´ 2ixcjq2
`
2xc2l ´ x∆lp1´ 2ixclq ´ x2icl∆l
˘
` ϕY pxq
k2ź
j“1
p1´ 2ixcjq2
k1ÿ
l“1
ibl
ź
j‰l
p1 ´ 2ixbjq.
• Step 5: The proof is completed by showing that the expressions found in the last two steps are equal.
Then ϕY is the unique solution to the initial value problem in Lemma 3.5, Y and X are thus equal in
distribution and Fn
LawÑ X , as nÑ8.
For the ease of notation, we define k :“ 2k2`k1 , G1pxq :“
śk1
j“1p1´2ixbjq and G2pxq :“
śk2
j“1p1´2ixcjq2.
Step 1. The random variable Y is non-zero and has moments of every order. We notice that for x “ 0, the
differential equation of Lemma 3.5 holds for ϕY if we can prove ϕ
1
Y p0q “ 0. We notice that Er|Fn|s ă 8, hence
ϕ1Fnp0q “ iErFns “ 0. On the other hand limn ϕ1Fnpxq “ ϕ1Y pxq for every x P R since supn ErF 2ns ă 8 and
iFn exppixFnq LawÑ iY exppixY q by the continuous mapping theorem. We have thus ϕ1Y p0q “ limn ϕ1Fnp0q “ 0.
We suppose now that x ‰ 0 and calculate ErexppixFnqΓrFns for r P N. For r P t0, 1u:
ErexppixFnqΓ0pFnqs “ ´iErexppixFnqiFns “ ´iϕ1Fnpxq,
ErexppixFnqΓ1pFnqs “ ErexppixFnqxDFn,´DL´1FnyHs
“ 1
ix
ErxD exppixFnq,´DL´1FnyH s “ 1
ix
ErexppixFnqp´δDL´1Fnqs
“ 1
ix
ErexppixFnqFns “ ´ i
ix
ϕ1Fnpxq,
and for r ą 1:
ErexppixFnqΓrpFnqs “ ErexppixFnqxDFn,´DL´1Γr´1pFnqyH s
“ 1
ix
ErxD exppixFnq,´DL´1Γr´1pFnqyH s “ 1
ix
ErexppixFnqr´δDL´1Γr´1pFnqss
“ 1
ix
ErexppixFnqrΓr´1pFnq ´ ErΓr´1pFnqsss
“ 1
ix
ErexppixFnqΓr´1pFnqs ´ 1
ix
ErexppixFnqsErΓr´1pFnqs.
Iteration yields:
ErexppixFnqΓrpFnqs “ ´ipixq´rϕ1Fnpxq ´ ϕFnpxq
r´1ÿ
j“1
pixq´j ErΓr´jpFnqs. (3.11)
Step 2. We calculate now the sum in (3.9). We have:
´ iϕ1Fnpxq
k`2ÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
pixq´r`1 “ ´iϕ1Fnpxqp2ixq
k`2ÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!
p2ixq´r
“ ´iϕ1Fnpxqp2ixqP
ˆ
1
2ix
˙
“ ´iϕ1Fnpxqp2ixq
ˆ
1
2ix
˙2 k1ź
j“1
ˆ
1
2ix
´ bj
˙ k2ź
j“1
ˆ
1
2ix
´ cj
˙2
“ ´iϕ1Fnpxqp2ixq´1´kG1pxqG2pxq.
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With Eq. (3.11) we have thus:
E
«
k`2ÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
exppixFnqΓr´1pFnq
ff
“ ´iϕ1Fnpxq
k`2ÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
pixq´r`1 ` ϕFnpxq
ˆ E
«
k`2ÿ
r“3
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
ˆ´ErΓr´2pFnqs
pixq1 ´
ErΓr´3pFnqs
pixq2 ´ . . .´
ErΓ1pFnqs
pixqpr´2q
˙ff
“ ´iϕ1Fnpxq p2ixq´k´1G1pxqG2pxq
´ ϕFnpxqpixq1
„
P p3qp0q
3!22
ErΓ1pFnqs ` P
p4qp0q
4!23
ErΓ2pFnqs ` . . .
` P
pk`2qp0q
pk ` 2q!2k`1 ErΓkpFnqs

´ ϕFnpxqpixq2
„
P p4qp0q
4!23
ErΓ1pFnqs ` P
p5qp0q
5!24
ErΓ2pFnqs ` . . .
` P
pk`2qp0q
pk ` 2q!2k`1 ErΓk´1pFnqs

´ . . .´ ϕFnpxqpixqk
P pk`2qp0q
pk ` 2q!2k`1 ErΓ1pFnqs. (3.12)
We calculate the sum in (3.10) using ErΓrpFnqs “ κr`1pFnq{r! and ErΓ0pFnqs “ ErFns “ 0:
k`2ÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
ErexppixFnqsErΓr´1pFnqs “
k`2ÿ
r“2
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
κrpFnq
pr ´ 1q!ϕFnpxq. (3.13)
Step 3. We have thus for the limit of the expression on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.13), as nÑ8:
ϕY pxq
k`2ÿ
r“2
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
κrpXq
pr ´ 1q! “ ϕY pxq
P 2p0q
2!2
a2 ` ϕY pxq
ˆ
k`2ÿ
r“2
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
«
k1ÿ
j“1
2r´1pr ´ 1q!brj
pr ´ 1q! `
k2ÿ
j“1
˜
2r´1pr ´ 1q!crj ` 2r´3r!cr´2j d2j
pr ´ 1q!
¸ff
“ ϕY pxq
«
k1ÿ
j“1
k`2ÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!
brj `
k2ÿ
j“1
k`2ÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!
crj `
k2ÿ
j“1
d2j
4cj
k`2ÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!
r cr´1j
`p´1q
k1a2
2
k2ź
j“1
c2j
k1ź
j“1
bj
ff
“ ϕY pxq
«
k1ÿ
j“1
P pbjq `
k2ÿ
j“1
P pcjq `
k2ÿ
j“1
c´1j d
2
jP
1pcjq{4` 1
2
p´1qk1a2
k2ź
j“1
c2j
k1ź
j“1
bj
ff
“ 1
2
ϕY pxqp´1qk1a2
k2ź
j“1
c2j
k1ź
j“1
bj. (3.14)
We have with Mr´1 :“ Γr´1pFnq ´ ErΓr´1pFnqs, as nÑ8:ˇˇˇ
ˇˇE
«
exppixFnq
k`2ÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
Mr´1pFnq
ffˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď E
«ˇˇˇ
ˇˇE
«
k`2ÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
Mr´1pFnq
ˇˇˇ
Fn
ffˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ff
Ñ 0,
hence:
lim
n
E
«
exppixFnq
k`2ÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
Γr´1pFnq
ff
“ lim
n
E
«
exppixFnq
k`2ÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
Mr´1pFnq
ff
` lim
n
ϕFnpxq
k`2ÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
ErΓr´1pFnqs
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“ 0` lim
n
ϕFnpxq
k`2ÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
ErΓr´1pFnqs,
using Eq. (3.12) and Eq. (3.14), we have with limn ErΓrpFnqs “ κr`1pXq{r! for r “ 1, . . . ,degpP q ´ 1:
´ iϕ1Y pxqp2ixq´k´1G1pxqG2pxq ´
kÿ
m“1
ϕY pxqpixq´m
kÿ
r“m
P pr`2qp0q
pr ` 2q!2r`1
κr´m`2pXq
pr ´m` 1q!
“ 1
2
ϕY pxqp´1qk1a2
k2ź
j“1
c2j
k1ź
j“1
bj. (3.15)
We have used that limn ϕ
1
Fn
pxq “ limn ϕ1Y pxq pointwise. This can be seen using the continuous mapping
theorem and supn ErF 2ns ă 8. Multiplying Eq. (3.15) by ip2ixqk`1 yields:
ϕ1Y pxqG1pxqG2pxq “
kÿ
m“1
p2ixqk`1iϕY pxqpixq´m
kÿ
r“m
P pr`2qp0q
pr ` 2q!2r`1
κr´m`2pXq
pr ´m` 1q!
` iϕY pxqp2ixqk`1 1
2
p´1qk1a2
k2ź
j“1
c2j
k1ź
j“1
bj . (3.16)
Step 4. We have:
lim
n
ϕFnpxq
”´
´xa2 ´ i
k1ÿ
j“1
bj
¯ k1ź
j“1
p1´ 2ixbjq
k2ź
j“1
p1´ 2ixcjq2
`
k2ź
j“1
p1´ 2ixcjq2
k1ÿ
l“1
ibl
ź
j‰l
p1´ 2ixbjq
`
k1ź
j“1
p1´ 2ixbjq
k2ÿ
l“1
˜ź
j‰l
p1´ 2ixcjq2
¸“
2xc2l ´ x∆lp1 ´ 2ixclq ´ x2icl∆l
‰ı
“ iϕY pxq
˜
ixa2 ´
k1ÿ
j“1
bj
¸
G1pxqG2pxq ` iϕY pxqG2pxq
k1ÿ
l“1
bl
ź
j‰l
p1 ´ 2ixbjq
` iϕY pxqG1pxq
k2ÿ
l“1
˜ź
j‰l
p1´ 2ixcjq2
¸“
ix∆lp1´ 2ixclq ` pixq2cl∆l ´ 2ixc2l
‰
“ iϕY pxqixa2G1pxqG2pxq ` iϕY pxqG2pxq
k1ÿ
l“1
r´blp1´ 2ixblq ` bls
ź
j‰l
p1´ 2ixbjq
` iϕY pxqG1pxq
k2ÿ
l“1
˜ź
j‰l
p1´ 2ixcjq2
¸“
ix∆lp1´ 2ixclq ` pixq2cl∆l ´ 2ixc2l
‰
“ iϕY pxqixa2G1pxqG2pxq ` iϕY pxqG2pxq2ix
kÿ
l“1
b2l
ź
j‰l
p1´ 2ixbjq ` iϕY pxqG1pxq
ˆ
k2ÿ
l“1
˜ź
j‰l
p1´ 2ixcjq2
¸“
ix∆lp1´ 2ixclq ` pixq2cl∆l ´ 2ixc2l
‰
. (3.17)
Step 5. We have that Y
Law“ X if and only if the right-hand side of Eq. (3.17) equals ϕ1Y pxqG1pxqG2pxq or,
using the previous results and Eq. (3.16) in particular, if the following equality holds:
kÿ
l“1
p2ixqk`1iϕY pxqpixq´l
kÿ
r“l
P pr`2qp0q
pr ` 2q!2r`1
κr´l`2pXq
pr ´ l` 1q!
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` iϕY pxqp2ixqk`1 p´1q
k1a2
2
k2ź
j“1
c2j
k1ź
j“1
bj
“ iϕY pxqixa2G1pxqG2pxq ` iϕY pxq2ixG2pxq
k1ÿ
l“1
b2l
ź
j‰l
p1 ´ 2ixbjq
` iϕY pxqG1pxq
k2ÿ
l“1
˜ź
j‰l
p1´ 2ixcjq2
¸“
ix∆lp1´ 2ixclq ` pixq2cl∆l ´ 2ixc2l
‰
. (3.18)
If ϕY pxq ‰ 0, we can divide by iϕY pxq and compare the coefficients of x, x2, x3, . . . on the left- and right-
hand side of Eq. (3.18). For this final part of the proof, see Appendix. Considering the previous remarks,
this concludes the proof.
Remark 3.9. (1) Notice that the proof of Eq. (3.18) for the general case is rather lengthy and technical.
This is basically due to the differential equation derived in Lemma 3.5 from which follows Eq. (3.18).
For special cases, such as the case considered in [4], the differential equation simplifies considerably and
therefore a relatively simple recurrence for the moments of the target variable can be proved. In [4], the
authors have used this recurrence to prove their main result. In the general case however, this recurrence
is hard to handle, therefore we have chosen to use differential equations rather than recurrence relations.
We illustrate now how the proof of the crucial equation can be simplified for the class of target variables
considered in [4]. Notice that for a “ ci “ di “ 0, k “ k1 and X Law“
řk
i“1 bipN2i ´1q with N1, . . . , Nk i.i.d.„
N p0, 1q, we have to check the following equation:
k´1ÿ
l“1
p2ixqk
pixql
k´1ÿ
r“l
P pr`2qp0q
pr ` 2q!2r`1
κr´l`2pXq
pr ´ l ` 1q! ´ p´1q
kp2ixqk
kÿ
i“1
bi
kź
j“1
bj
“ 2ix
kÿ
m“1
b2m
ź
j‰m
p1´ 2ixbjq, (3.19)
where P pxq :“ xśki“1px´ biq. We use the following relation which can be proved by induction over l:
k´1ÿ
r“l
P pr`2qp0q
pr ` 2q!
kÿ
j“1
br`2´lj “ p´1qk´l´1
kÿ
j“1
b2jT
pjq
k´1´l, (3.20)
where 1 ď l ď k ´ 1 and:
T pjqm :“
ÿ
i1ă...ăim
i1,...,im‰j
bi1 ˆ . . .ˆ bim , 1 ď m ď k ´ 2
and T
pjq
0 :“ 1, see Definition 6.1 for details. We have thus for the left-hand side of Eq. (3.19):
k´1ÿ
l“1
p2ixqkpixq´l
k´1ÿ
r“l
P pr`2qp0q
pr ` 2q!2r`1
κr´l`2pXq
pr ´ l ` 1q! ´ p´1q
kp2ixqk
kÿ
i“1
bi
kź
j“1
bj
“
k´1ÿ
l“1
p2ixqkpixq´l
k´1ÿ
r“l
P pr`2qp0q
pr ` 2q!2r`1
kÿ
j“1
2r´l`1pr ´ l ` 1q!br´l`2j
pr ´ l` 1q!
´ p´1qkp2ixqk
kÿ
i“1
bi
kź
j“1
bj
“
k´1ÿ
l“1
p2ixqk´lp´1qk´l´1
kÿ
j“1
b2jT
pjq
k´1´l ´ p´1qkp2ixqk
kÿ
i“1
bi
kź
j“1
bj ,
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and for the right-hand side of Eq. (3.19):
2ix
kÿ
m“1
b2m
k´1ÿ
j“1
ÿ
i1ă...ăij
i1,...,ij‰m
p´2ixbi1q ˆ . . .ˆ p´2ixbij q ` 2ix
kÿ
m“1
b2m
“
k´1ÿ
j“0
p2ixq1`jp´1qj
kÿ
m“1
b2mT
pmq
j “
k´1ÿ
l“0
p2ixqk´lp´1qk´l´1
kÿ
m“1
b2mT
pmq
k´l´1
“
k´1ÿ
l“1
p2ixqk´lp´1qk´l´1
kÿ
m“1
b2mT
pmq
k´l´1 ` p2ixqkp´1qk´1
kÿ
m“1
bm bmT
pmq
k´1
“
k´1ÿ
l“1
p2ixqk´lp´1qk´l´1
kÿ
m“1
b2mT
pmq
k´l´1 ` p2ixqkp´1qk´1
kÿ
m“1
bm
kź
j“1
bj .
This proves that Eq. (3.19) holds.
In the general case, the calculation of
řdegpP q´2
r“l
P pr`2qp0q
pr`2q!2r`1
κr´l`2pXq
pr´l`1q! is lengthy. The following relations
are needed and can be proved by induction over l, for the ease of notation define k1 :“ 2k2` k1` 1ra‰0s:
k1´1ÿ
r“l
P pr`2qp0q
pr ` 2q! b
r`2´l
j “ p´1qk
1´l´1
k1ÿ
j“1
b2j
ÿ
i1`i2`i3
“k1´1´l
T
pjq
i1
Si2Si3 ,
k1´1ÿ
r“l
P pr`2qp0q
pr ` 2q!
k2ÿ
j“1
cr`2´lj “ p´1qk
1´l´1
ˆ
k2ÿ
j“1
¨
˚˝
c2j
ÿ
i1`i2`i3
“k1´1´l
Ti1S
pjq
i2
S
pjq
i3
` c3j
ÿ
i1`i2`i3
“k1´2´l
Ti1S
pjq
i2
S
pjq
i3
˛
‹‚, (3.21)
and:
k1´1ÿ
r“l
P pr`2qp0q
pr ` 2q!
k2ÿ
j“1
pr ´ l ` 2qcr´lj d2j
“ p´1qk1´l´1
k2ÿ
j“1
¨
˚˝
2d2j
ÿ
i1`i2`i3
“k1´l´1
Ti1S
pjq
i2
S
pjq
i3
` cjd2j
ÿ
i1`i2`i3
“k1´l´2
Ti1S
pjq
i2
S
pjq
i3
˛
‹‚, (3.22)
where Si and S
pjq
i are defined similarly to T
pjq
i with the coefficients b1, . . . , bk1 replaced by c1, . . . , ck2 ,
see Definition 6.1 for details.
In particular, equations (3.21) and (3.22) imply that the proof of Eq. (3.18) is technical. In Proposition
6.2 we present a proof of the latter equation which does not require Eq. (3.21) and (3.22). The coefficients
of the polynomials on both sides of Eq. (3.18) are compared directly. This proof still remains complicated
and lengthy. As mentioned above, this is due to the form of the differential equation for the characteristic
function of the target variable in the general case.
(2) Theorem 3.8 extends [4, Theorem 3.2,(ii) Ñ (i)] since it holds for a more general set of target random
variables X and we have L1-convergence instead of L2-convergence.
(3) We notice that for the proof it is essential that, as nÑ8:
E
»
–exppixFnq degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
Mr´1pFnq
fi
fl
“ E
»
–exppixFnqE
»
–degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
Mr´1pFnq
ˇˇˇ
Fn
fi
fl
fi
flÑ 0.
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Since | exppixFnq| “ 1, the triangle inequality shows that it is sufficient to have:
E
»
–
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇE
»
–degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
pΓr´1pFnq ´ ErΓr´1pFnqsq
ˇˇˇ
Fn
fi
fl
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
fi
flÑ 0,
as nÑ8. This L1-convergence is weaker than L2-convergence which results typically from the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality, used to control unbounded factors.
(4) Different random variables X may lead to the same polynomial P . Let N be a standard normal variable,
X1
Law“ N2 ´ 1 ` d1N and X2 Law“ N2 ´ 1 ` d2N with d1 ‰ d2 non-zero, then Theorem 3.8 yields the
polynomial P pxq “ xpx ´ 1q2. A similar observation holds for [16, Theorem 3.4] where the constant µ0
only appears in the limit of the second cumulant. In our case, the condition (1) of Theorem 3.8 discerns
both cases. For special cases it may be useful to consider a polynomial which is different from the
‘standard polynomial’ defined in Theorem 3.8. This observation is founded in the initial value problem
established in Lemma 3.5. It can be shown that the differential equation in Lemma 3.5 can be simplified
if the bi or the pcj , djq are not pairwise different. For instance, if X1 Law“ pN21 ´ 1q ` pN22 ´ 1q and
N1, N2
i.i.d„ N p0, 1q, Lemma 3.5 yields a differential equation which can be simplified to yield [13, Eq.
(1.9)].
We proceed now to the proof of the converse of Theorem 3.8. We shall need the following Lemma which
generalizes [4, Eq. (3.6)].
Lemma 3.10. Let P pxq :“ x1`1ra‰0sśk1i“1px ´ biqśk2i“1px ´ ciq2 and X “ I1pf1q ` I2pf2q, see Eq. (3.3),
then:
P
¨
˝degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
pΓr´1pXq ´ ErΓr´1pXqsq “ 0
˛
‚“ 1.
Proof. In this proof all the equalities between random variables hold with probability 1. We consider iterated
contractions recursively defined as follows for f2 P Hd2:
f2b˜p1q1 f2 :“ f2 ; f2b˜ppq1 f2 :“
´
f2b˜pp´1q1 f2
¯
b˜1f2,
for p ě 2. We use the representation for X given in Eq. (3.3) and Eq. (3.6).
(1) We prove by induction over r ě 1:
ΓrpXq ´ ErΓrpXqs “ 2rI2pf2b˜pr`1q1 f2q ` 2r´1 3I1pp. . . pf2b˜1f1qb˜1f2q . . .qb˜1f2q
` 2r´1
r`1ÿ
j“3
ÿ
gj“f1
gi“f2, for i‰j
I1pp. . . pg1b˜1g2qb˜1g3q . . .qb˜1gr`1q. (3.23)
Notice that all iterated contractions on the right hand side of Eq. (3.23) run over r ` 1 functions.
For r “ 1, we have with the stochastic Fubini theorem and the multiplication formula for multiple
Wiener integrals:
Γ1pXq “ xDX,´DL´1XyH “ x2I1pf2pt,¨qq ` f1ptq, I1pf2pt,¨qq ` f1ptqyH
“ 2
ż T
0
I2pf2pt,¨qb˜f2pt,¨qq ` f2pt,¨qb˜1f2pt,¨qdt` 3
ż T
0
I1pf2pt,¨qb˜f1ptqqdt
`
ż T
0
f1ptq2dt
“ 2I2pf2b˜1f2q ` 3I1pf2b˜1f1q ` 2}f2}2HbH ` }f1}2H .
The claim follows since the expectation of every multiple Wiener integral is 0. Suppose now that the
claim holds for some r ě 1, then:
Γr`1pXq “ xDX,´DL´1ΓrpXqyH
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“ x2I1pf2pt,¨qq ` f1ptq, 2rI1ppf2b˜pr`1q1 f2qpt,¨qq
` 2r´13pp. . . pf2b˜1f1qb˜1f2q . . . b˜1f2qptqq
` 2r´1
r`1ÿ
j“3
ÿ
gj“f1
gi“f2, for i‰j
pp. . . pg1b˜1g2qb˜1g3q . . . b˜1gr`1qptqyH
“ 2r`1I2pf2b˜pr`2q1 f2q ` 2r`1xf2b˜pr`1q1 f2, f2yH
` 2r3I1pp. . . pf2b˜1f1qb˜1f2q . . .qb˜1f2qb˜1f2q
` 2r
r`1ÿ
j“3
ÿ
gj“f1
gi“f2, for i‰j
I1pp. . . pg1b˜1g2qb˜1g3q . . .qb˜1gr`2q
` 2rI1ppf2b˜pr`1q1 f2qb˜1f1q ` 2r´1
ˆ
ˆ
3xp. . . pf2b˜1f1qb˜1f2q . . .qb˜1f2, f1yH
`
r`1ÿ
j“3
ÿ
gj“f1
gi“f2, for i‰j
xp. . . pg1b˜1g2qb˜1g3q . . .qb˜1gr`1, f1yH
˙
.
Hence Eq. (3.23) follows for r ` 1.
(2) For r ě 2, we have the following equalities:
f2b˜prq1 f2 “
k1ÿ
i“1
brihib˜hi `
k2ÿ
r
crih
1
ib˜h1i, (3.24)
p. . . pg1b˜1g2qb˜1g3q . . .qb˜1gr “
k2ÿ
i“1
cr´1i dih
1
i, (3.25)
where the last equality holds if exactly one of the functions g1, . . . , gr equals f1, all remaining functions
gi being equal to f2. We notice that phib˜hiqb˜1ph1jb˜h1jq “ 0 and ph1ib˜h1iqb˜1ph1jb˜h1jq “ 1ri“jsh1ib˜h1i and
phib˜hiqb˜1phjb˜hjq “ 1ri“jshib˜hi. Hence f2b˜1f2 “
řk1
i“1 b
2
ihib˜hi `
řk2
i“1 c
2
ih
1
ib˜h1i and, generally:
f2b˜prq1 f2 “
k1ÿ
i“1
brihib˜hi `
k2ÿ
i“1
crih
1
ib˜h1i.
To prove Eq. (3.25), we suppose first that g2 “ f1 and g1 “ g3 “ . . . “ gr “ f2. Then:
g1b˜1g2 “ f2b˜1f1 “
˜
k1ÿ
i“1
bihib˜hi `
k2ÿ
i“1
cih
1
ib˜h1i
¸
b˜1
˜
ah0 `
k2ÿ
i“1
dih
1
i
¸
“
k2ÿ
i“1
cidih
1
i.
Since g1 “ g3 “ . . . “ gr “ f2, it is now easy to see that:
p. . . pg1b˜1g2qb˜1g3q . . .qb˜1gr “
k2ÿ
i“1
cr´1i dih
1
i.
If, on the other hand g1 “ . . . “ gl “ f2 for l ą 1, we can use Eq. (3.24) to see that
p. . . pg1b˜1g2qb˜1g3q . . .qb˜1gl “ f2b˜plq1 f2 “
k1ÿ
i“1
blihib˜hi `
k2ÿ
i“1
clih
1
ib˜h1i,
and we can proceed as above to see that Eq. (3.25) holds.
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(3) Considering Eq. (3.23), it is easy to see that
degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
pΓr´1pXq ´ ErΓr´1pXqsq
lives in the sum of the first two Wiener chaoses. We consider the projection of the random variable above
on the first respectively on the second Wiener chaos. We have with Eq. (3.23):
J1
¨
˝degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
pΓr´1pXq ´ ErΓr´1pXqsq
˛
‚“ P 1p0q
1!20
J1pXq
`
degpP qÿ
r“2
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
2r´2
`
3I1pp. . . pf2b˜1f1qb˜1f2q . . .qb˜1f2q
`
rÿ
j“3
ÿ
gj“f1
gi“f2, for i‰j
I1pp. . . pg1b˜1g2qb˜1g3q . . .qb˜1grq
˛
‹‚
“ P
1p0q
1!20
I1pf1q `
k2ÿ
i“1
degpP qÿ
r“2
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
I1
`
2r´2
`
3h1i ` pr ´ 2qh1i
˘
dic
r´1
i
˘
“ P
1p0q
1!20
I1pf1q ` 1
2
k2ÿ
i“1
degpP qÿ
r“2
P prqp0q
r!
I1
`
h1i
˘ pr ` 1qdicr´1i .
If a “ 0, we have:
P 1p0q
1!20
I1pf1q “ 1
2
k2ÿ
i“1
P 1p0q
1!20
I1ph1iq 2di. (3.26)
If a ‰ 0, we have P 1p0q “ 0, hence Eq. (3.26) holds in both cases and:
J1
¨
˝degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
pΓr´1pXq ´ ErΓr´1pXqsq
˛
‚
“ 1
2
k2ÿ
i“1
degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!
I1
`
h1i
˘ pr ` 1qdicr´1i
“ 1
2
k2ÿ
i“1
»
–di degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!
rcr´1i
fi
fl I1ph1iq ` 12
k2ÿ
i“1
»
–di
ci
degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!
cri
fi
fl I1ph1iq
“ 1
2
k2ÿ
i“1
diP
1pciqI1ph1iq `
1
2
k2ÿ
i“1
di
ci
P pciqI1ph1iq “ 0.
We have for the projection on the second Wiener chaos with Eq. (3.24):
J2
¨
˝degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
pΓr´1pXq ´ ErΓr´1pXqsq
˛
‚
“
degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
2r´1I2
´
f2b˜prq1 f2
¯
“
k1ÿ
i“1
degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!
bri I2phib˜hiq `
k2ÿ
i“1
degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!
cri I2ph1ib˜h1iq
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“
k1ÿ
i“1
P pbiqI2phib˜hiq `
k2ÿ
i“1
P pciqI2ph1ib˜h1iq “ 0.
(4) Since Z :“ řdegpP qr“1 P prqp0qr!2r´1 pΓr´1pXq ´ ErΓr´1pXqsq equals J1pZq`J2pZq, the claim of the Lemma follows
now directly.
Theorem 3.11. Consider k1, k2 ě 0 and
X “ I1pf1q ` I2pf2q “ aN `
k1ÿ
i“1
bipR2i ´ 1q `
k2ÿ
i“1
rcipP 2i ´ 1q ` diPis,
as defined in Eq.(3.3) and Eq. (3.5) where N,R1, . . . , Rk1 , P1, . . . , Pk2
i.i.d.„ N p0,1q. Suppose that at least
one of the parameters a, k1, k2 is non-zero. Consider a sequence tFnun of non-zero random variables with
Fn “
řp
i“1 Iipfn,iq for p ě 2 fixed and tfn,iun Ă Hdi for 1 ď i ď p. Define:
P pxq “ x1`1ra‰0s
k1ź
j“1
px´ bjq
k2ź
j“1
px´ cjq2.
If Fn
LawÑ X, as nÑ 8, then the following limits hold, as nÑ8:
(1) κrpFnq Ñ κrpXq, for r “ 1, . . . ,degpP q,
(2) E
»
–
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇE
»
–degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
pΓr´1pFnq ´ ErΓr´1pFnqsq
ˇˇˇ
Fn
fi
fl
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
fi
flÑ 0.
Proof. The proof of this theorem is identical to [4, Theorem 3.2, Proof of (i)Ñ (iii) ]. It is enough to replace
[4, Lemma 3.1] by Lemma 3.10.
Proof of Theorem 1.1 The main result of this paper is now a direct consequence of Theorem 3.8 and
Theorem 3.11.
Remark 3.12. (1) We notice that, for any sequences of integrable random variables tFnun and tGnun, we
have that Er|Fn|s Ñ 0 implies Er|ErFn|Gns|s Ñ 0, as nÑ8:
Er|ErFn|Gns|s ď ErEr|Fn| |Gnss “ Er|Fn|s Ñ 0, as nÑ8.
Hence, with the notations of Theorem 1.1, a set of sufficient conditions for Fn
LawÑ X , as nÑ8, is:
(1’) κrpFnq Ñ κrpXq, for r “ 1, . . . , degpP q,
(2’) E
»
–
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇdegpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
pΓr´1pFnq ´ ErΓr´1pFnqsq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
αfi
flÑ 0 ,
where α ě 1. If α “ 2,we can use Eq. (2.1) to calculate the expectation in (2’).
(2) For α “ 2, conditions (1’) and (2’) can be expressed in terms of conditions for contractions. However
the resulting conditions are usually complicated as indicates the following example:
Consider p ě 2 even, a ‰ 0, b ‰ 0 and a sequence of functions tfn,pu Ă Hdp such that, as nÑ8:
p!}fn,p}2Hbp Ñ a2 ` 2b2, (3.27)
xfn,pb˜p{2fn,p, fn,pyHbp Ñ 8b3
«
p!pp{2q!
ˆ
p
p{2
˙2ff´1
. (3.28)
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Define sets Al and Bl for every even integer l with 2 ď l ď 3p´ 4:
Al :“
 ps,tq P N2 : 1 ď s ď p´ 1 , 1 ď t ď p^ p2p´ 2sq , 3p´ 2ps` tq “ l( ,
Bl :“ ts P N : 1 ď s ď p´ 1 , 2p´ 2s “ lu ,
and:
cpp, s, tq :“ pps´ 1q!pt´ 1q!
ˆ
p´ 1
s´ 1
˙2ˆ
p´ 1
t´ 1
˙ˆ
2p´ 2s´ 1
t´ 1
˙
,
kpp, sq :“ ps´ 1q!
ˆ
p´ 1
s´ 1
˙2
.
Define for every even integer l a condition Cl by:››››››
ÿ
ps,tqPAl
cpp, s, tqpfn,pb˜sfn,pqb˜tfn,p ´ 2b
ÿ
sPBl
kpp, sqfn,pb˜sfn,p
››››››
Hbl
Ñ 0.
If conditions Cl hold for every even integer l with 2 ď l ď 3p´ 4, we have, as nÑ8:
Ippfn,pq LawÑ aN ` bpξ2 ´ 1q, N, ξ i.i.d.„ N p0,1q.
The proof of this result is omitted, another example for such conditions can be found in [4, Theorem
4.1].
4. Applications
We notice that our results about convergence in law of sequences living in a finite sum of Wiener chaoses
can be extended to match convergence in total variation, see for instance [15, Appendix C]. Indeed a direct
application of our results together with [4, Lemma 3.3] or [17, Theorem 3.1] proves that we can replace the
convergence in law of sequences living in a finite sum of Wiener chaoses by convergence in total variation.
4.1. Recovering classical criteria
As a direct consequence of Theorem 1.1, we get the following Corollary 4.1 which extends [4, Theorem 3.2].
We have proved that (2) is necessary and sufficient for convergence in law whereas the authors in the cited
reference need L2-convergence of the conditional expectation to prove Fn
LawÑ X , as nÑ8. As pointed out
in Remark 3.9 this results from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Moreover, Corollary 4.1 extends the first
part of [6, Proposition 1.7] to more general linear combinations of independent central χ2 distributed random
variables. As anticipated, if b1 “ . . . “ bk “ 1, the polynomial P can be simplified.
Corollary 4.1. Consider X “ I2pf2q “
řk
i“1 bipR2i ´ 1q for R1, . . . , Rk1 i.i.d.„ N p0, 1q and bi ‰ 0 for
i “ 1, . . . , k, see Eq. (3.3) and (3.5). Define P pxq “ xśkj“1px ´ biq. Let tFnun be a sequence of non-zero
random variables such that each Fn lives in a finite sum of Wiener chaoses, i.e. Fn “
řm
i“1 Iipfn,iq for n ě 1
and m ě 2 fixed, tfn,iun Ă Hdi for 1 ď i ď m. The following two asymptotic relations (1) and (2) are
equivalent, as nÑ8:
(1) Fn
LawÑ X;
(2) (a) κrpFnq Ñ κrpXq, for r “ 2, . . . , k ` 1,
(b) E
«ˇˇˇ
ˇˇE
«
k`1ÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
pΓr´1pFnq ´ ErΓr´1pFnqsq
ˇˇˇ
Fn
ffˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ff
Ñ 0.
Proof. Use Theorem 1.1 with a “ k2 “ 0.
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We come now to the seminal paper [21] of Nualart and Peccati in which the authors have characterised
the convergence in law to a standard normal random variable. Since this first paper, the conditions given in
[21] have been extended, see for instance [13]. Taking k1 “ k2 “ 0 and a “ 1, we have with Theorem 1.1 the
following characterisation which corresponds to condition piii1q cited in Section 1.2:
Corollary 4.2. Consider X “ aI1ph0q for I1ph0q „ N p0, 1q and a ‰ 0. Let tFnun be a sequence of non-zero
random variables such that each Fn lives in a finite sum of Wiener chaoses, i.e. Fn “
řm
i“1 Iipfn,iq for n ě 1
and m ě 2 fixed, tfn,iun Ă Hdi for 1 ď i ď m. The following two asymptotic relations (1) and (2) are
equivalent, as nÑ8:
(1) Fn
LawÑ X,
(2) (a) κ2pFnq Ñ a2,
(b) E
”ˇˇˇ
E
”
xDFn,´DL´1FnyH ´ a2
ˇˇˇ
Fn
ıˇˇˇı
Ñ 0.
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) follows directly from Theorem 1.1 with P pxq “ x2, since:
2ÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
pΓr´1pFnq ´ ErΓr´1pFnqsq “ 1
2
pΓ1pFnq ´ κ2pFnqq .
If (2) holds, we have clearly limn κ2pFnq “ a2. If (1) holds, the latter limit follows from [4, Lemma 3.3].
Remark 4.3. The equivalence of (1) and (2) in the last corollary can be extended to sequences tFnun living
in D1,2 if some assumptions on the boundedness of the Γ1-operator is added. Indeed we can prove that (1)
implies (2) if supn ErΓ1pFnq2s ă 8. It is unsure whether the equivalence of (1) and (2) holds without any
additional assumptions if tFnun Ă D1,2.
We use now Remark 3.12 to recover more criteria for the convergence in law, see Corollary 4.4. Notice
that (1) is [15, Theorem 5.3.1] for the case of a sequence tFnun living in a fixed sum of Wiener chaoses,
whereas (2) is the sufficient part of the criterion given in [13, Eq. (1.3)] with L2-convergence replaced by
L1-convergence. Since all Lp-norms inside a fixed sum of Wiener chaoses are equivalent, the criterion given
in (2) below is thus necessary and sufficient.
Corollary 4.4. Consider X “ aI1ph0q for I1ph0q „ N p0, 1q and a ‰ 0. Let tFnun be a sequence of non-zero
random variables with κ2pFnq Ñ a2, as nÑ8.
(1) If Fn “
řm
i“1 Iipfn,iq for n ě 1, m ě 2 fixed with tfn,iun Ă Hdi for 1 ď i ď m and, as nÑ8:
E
“ˇˇxDFn,´DL´1FnyH ´ a2 ˇˇ‰Ñ 0,
then Fn
LawÑ X, as nÑ8.
(2) If Fn “ Ippfn,pq with tfn,pun Ă Hdp and, as nÑ8:
E
“ˇˇ
1{p}DFn}2H ´ a2
ˇˇ‰Ñ 0,
then Fn
LawÑ X, as nÑ8.
4.2. New applications
For the rest of the section we suppose that p is even. Notice that if p is odd, we cannot have:
Ippfn,pq LawÑ aN `
k1ÿ
i“1
bipR2i ´ 1q,
as n Ñ 8 for k1 ě 1, supn }fn,p}Hbp ă 8 and
řk
i“1 b
3
i ‰ 0. This can be checked using the third cumulant
and Eq. (2.1), see [13, Remark 1.3]. More generally, if p ě 3 is odd, we can exclude a large set of possible
target random variables by using the fact that all odd-order cumulants are zero, see Remark 4.10 for details.
The following Lemma shall be needed to prove a sufficient criterion based on the convergence of some
contractions and cumulants.
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Lemma 4.5. Consider p1, p2 ě 1, f P Hdp1 and g P Hdp2 . We have for 0 ď r ď p1 ^ p2:
}fb˜rg}2p1`p2´2r ď }fbrg}2p1`p2´2r “ |xf bp1´r f, g bp2´r gyHbp2rq |
ď }f bp1´r f}Hbp2rq }g bp2´r g}Hbp2rq ď }f bp1´r f}Hbp2rq }g}2Hbp2
ď }f}2Hbp1 }g}2Hbp2 .
Proof. The first inequality is a standard result. The first equality follows from [18, Eq. (2.5)]. The next
inequality follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. The last inequalities follow from the following general
result:
}f br g}Hbpp1`p2´2rq ď }f}Hbp1 }g}Hbp2 ,
which is, again, a consequence of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.
Theorem 4.6. Consider k1, k2 ě 0 and
X “ I1pf1q ` I2pf2q “ aN `
k1ÿ
i“1
bipR2i ´ 1q `
k2ÿ
i“1
rcipP 2i ´ 1q ` diPis,
as defined in Eq. (3.3) and Eq. (3.5) where N,R1, . . . , Rk1 , P1, . . . , Pk2„N p0, 1q. Suppose that at least one
of the parameters a, k1, k2 is non-zero. Consider a sequence tFnun of non-zero random variables with Fn “
Ippfn,pq for p ě 4 fixed, even, and tfn,pun Ă Hdp. Define:
P pxq “ x1`1ra‰0s
k1ź
j“1
px´ bjq
k2ź
j“1
px´ cjq2 ; cp :“ 2pp{2q!
ˆ
p´ 1
p{2´ 1
˙2
;
fn,pb˜p1qp{2fn,p :“ fn,p ; fn,pb˜
pl`1q
p{2 fn,p :“
´
fn,pb˜plqp{2fn,p
¯
b˜p{2fn,p, for l P Ną0.
As nÑ8, we have Ippfn,pq LawÑ X if the following hold:
κrpIppfn,pqq Ñ κrpXq, for r “ 1, . . . , deg pP q, (4.1)
}fn,pb˜lfn,p}Hbp2p´2lq Ñ 0, for every 1 ď l ď p´ 1 with l ‰ p{2, (4.2)›››››
degPÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
fn,pb˜prqp{2fn,pcrp
›››››
Hbp
Ñ 0. (4.3)
Proof. (1) We notice that, for p ě 4 even, condition (4.2) is equivalent to:
}fn,pblfn,p}Hbp2p´2lq Ñ 0, for every 1 ď l ď p´ 1 with l ‰ p{2,
see [13, Proposition 3.1]. If p “ 2, we have necessarily k2 “ 0 and the convergence in law of sequences
tI2pfn,2qun is completely characterised by necessary and sufficient criteria in [16], see Remark 4.7.
(2) We first prove that, except for the contractions fn,pb˜prqp{2fn,p for r “ 2, . . . , degpP q, all the contractions,
appearing in the representation of Mr´1 “ Γr´1pIppfn,pqq ´ ErΓr´1pIppfn,pqqs for r “ 2, . . . , degpP q,
converge to zero (in the corresponding Hilbert-space norm). With [4, Proposition 2.1], we have for i ě 1
that ΓipIppfn,pqq ´ ErΓipIppfn,pqqs equals:ÿ
pr1,...,riqPSi
cppr1, . . . , riq
ˆ Ipi`1qp´2r1´...´2ripp. . . pfn,pb˜r1fn,pqb˜r2fn,pq . . . fn,pqb˜rifn,pq,
where Si is the set of elements pr1, . . . , riq such that:
1 ď r1 ď p , . . . , 1 ď ri ď pip´ 2r1 ´ . . .´ 2ri´1q ^ p;
r1 ă p , . . . , r1 ` . . .` ri´1 ă ip{2 , pi` 1qp´ 2r1 ´ . . .´ 2ri ‰ 0,
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and cppr1, . . . , riq is defined recursively, see [4, Proposition 2.1]. For pr1, . . . , riq P Siz tpp{2, . . . , p{2qu, we
prove that, as nÑ8:
}p. . . pfn,pb˜r1fn,pqb˜r2fn,pq . . . fn,pqb˜rifn,p}Hbrpi`1qp´2r1´...´2ris Ñ 0. (4.4)
If r1 ‰ p{2, we have }fn,pb˜r1fn,p}Hbp2p´2r1q Ñ 0, as n Ñ 8, since r1 ‰ p. If i ě 2 and r1 “ p{2, let
r1 “ . . . “ rj “ p{2 and rj`1 ‰ p{2 with 1 ď j ď i´ 1. We have rj`1 ‰ p, since otherwise the definition
of Si yields the following contradictions:
jp
2
` p “
j`1ÿ
k“1
rk ă pj ` 2qp
2
, if j ` 1 ď i´ 1,
and:
0 ‰ pi` 1qp´ 2
iÿ
k“1
rk “ pi` 1qp´ 2pi´ 1qp{2´ 2p “ 0, if j ` 1 “ i.
Thus, with Lemma 4.5:
}p. . . pfn,pb˜r1fn,pqb˜r2fn,pq . . . fn,pqb˜rj`1fn,p}2Hbrpj`2qp´2r1´...´2rj`1s
“
›››´fn,pb˜pj`1qp{2 fn,p¯ b˜rj`1fn,p›››2
H
brpj`2qp´2r1´...´2rj`1s
ď }fn,p}2j`2Hbp }fn,p bp´rj`1 fn,p}Hbp2rj`1q .
Since 1 ď rj`1 ď p ´ 1 and rj`1 ‰ p{2, we have that 1 ď p ´ rj`1 ď p ´ 1 and p ´ rj`1 ‰ p{2. Thus
}fn,p bp´rj`1 fn,p}Hbp2rj`1q Ñ 0, as nÑ8, since supn }fn,p}Hbp ă 8, Eq. (4.4) is proved.
(3) With Eq. (4.4), we have for i ě 1, as nÑ8:
E
„´
ΓipIppfn,pqq ´ ErΓipIppfn,pqqs ´ cppp{2, . . . , p{2qIp
´
fn,pb˜pi`1qp{2 fn,p
¯¯2
“ E
„´
ΓipIppfn,pqq ´ ErΓipIppfn,pqqs ´ cipIp
´
fn,pb˜pi`1qp{2 fn,p
¯¯2
Ñ 0,
where we have used the definition of cp and [4, Proposition 2.1]. For i “ 0, we have trivially ErpΓ0pIppfn,pqq´
ErΓ0pIppfn,pqqs ´ Ippfn,pqq2s “ 0. Thus with Mr´1 :“ Γr´1pIppfn,pqq ´ ErΓr´1pIppfn,pqqs, as nÑ8:
E
»
—–
¨
˝degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
´
Mr´1 ´ cr´1p Ip
´
fn,pb˜prqp{2fn,p
¯¯˛‚
2
fi
ffiflÑ 0. (4.5)
On the other hand, as nÑ8:
E
»
—–
¨
˝degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
cr´1p Ip
´
fn,pb˜prqp{2fn,p
¯˛‚
2
fi
ffifl
“ c´2p p!
››››››
degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
crpfn,pb˜prqp{2fn,p
››››››
2
Hbp
Ñ 0. (4.6)
The result follows with Eq. (4.5) and (4.6), the reverse triangle inequality, Theorem 1.1 and Remark
3.12.
Remark 4.7. If p “ 2 and tfn,2un Ă Hd2, it is known that I2pfn,2q
LawÑ X 1 as n Ñ 8 implies that X 1 has
a representation as in Eq. (1.2) with k1 ď 8 and k2 “ 0. In particular, if k1 ă 8, k2 “ a “ 0 and p “ 2,
Theorem 4.6 holds and is the sufficient part of [4, Proposition 3.1]. It is shown in [4] that the conditions of
Theorem 4.6 are also necessary for the case p “ 2. The case p “ 2, k1 ă 8, a ‰ 0 and k2 “ 0 is not covered
by [4] but it can be shown that the conditions given in Theorem 4.6 are also necessary conditions for this
case. This can be proved using [16, Theorem 3.4] and [15, Eq. (2.7.17)].
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We give now an example for the use of Theorem 4.6 in the case k2 “ 0 where the approximating sequence
lives in a fixed Wiener chaos. We notice that it is so far unknown whether a sequence living in a fixed chaos
can converge to a target variable as in Theorem 4.6 with k2 ‰ 0, see Remark 4.10.
Example 4.8. Consider p ě 2 and sequences of non-zero functions tfn,pun, tgn,pun Ă Hdp and thn,2pun Ă
Hdp2pq such that the sequences tIppfn,pqun, tIppgn,pqun and tI2pphn,2pqun converge in law to a standard
normal variable. We also suppose that xfn,p, gn,pyHbp Ñ 0, as n Ñ 8. We have then, see [23, Theorem 1],
as nÑ8:
pIppfn,pq, Ippgn,pq, I2pphn,2pqqJ LawÑ pR1, R2, NqJ,
where pR1, R2, NqJ has a 3-dimensional standard normal distribution. Using the continuous mapping theo-
rem, [21, Theorem 1] and proceeding as in [13, Proposition 4.1], it is easy to see that, as nÑ8:
I2ppϕn,2pq LawÑ X “ N ` pR21 ´ 1q ´ pR22 ´ 1q,
where ϕn,2p :“ fn,pb˜fn,p´gn,pb˜gn,p`hn,2p. Alternatively the latter convergence in law can be proved using
Theorem 4.6. Define:
kp :“ 1
pp{2q!
ˆ
p´ 1
p{2´ 1
˙2 “ 4
pp{2q!
ˆ
p
p{2
˙2 , cp :“ 2pp{2q!
ˆ
p´ 1
p{2´ 1
˙2
. (4.7)
We shall need the following limits, as nÑ8:
(a) xfn,pb˜fn,p, gn,pb˜gn,pyHbp2pq Ñ 0,
(b) xfn,pb˜fn,p, hn,2pyHbp2pq Ñ 0 and xgn,pb˜gn,p, hn,2pyHbp2pq Ñ 0,
(c) }pfn,pb˜fn,pqb˜ppgn,pb˜gn,pq}Hbp2pq Ñ 0,
(d) }pfn,pb˜fn,pqb˜phn,2p}Hbppq Ñ 0 and }pgn,pb˜gn,pqb˜phn,2p}Hbppq Ñ 0,
(e) }ϕn,2pb˜prqp ϕn,2p ´ kr´12p fn,pb˜fn,p ´ kr´12p gn,pb˜gn,p}Hbp2pq Ñ 0 for r “ 2, 3, 4,
(f) }ϕn,2pb˜lϕn,2p}Hbp4p´2lq Ñ 0 for 1 ď l ď 2p´ 1 and l ‰ p.
These statements (a)-(f). can be proved using [21, Theorem 1] and [13, Theorem 1.2] We check the conditions
of Theorem 4.6.
(1) We prove that limn κ4pI2ppϕn,2pqq “ κ4pXq. The convergence of the cumulants of order 2 and 3 can be
seen similarly using (a)-(f) and [13, Eq. (3.4)]. We use κ4pI2ppϕn,2pqq “ ErI2ppϕn,2pq4s´3ErI2ppϕn,2pq2s2
and [13, Eq. (3.6)]:
lim
n
κ4pI2ppϕn,2pqq
“ lim
n
3
2p
2p´1ÿ
r“1
p2pq2pr ´ 1q!
ˆ
2p´ 1
r ´ 1
˙2
r!
ˆ
2p
r
˙2
p4p´ 2rq!
ˆ }ϕn,2pb˜rϕn,2p}2Hbp4p´2rq
“ lim
n
3
2p
p2pq2pp´ 1q!
ˆ
2p´ 1
p´ 1
˙2
p!
ˆ
2p
p
˙2
p2pq!}ϕn,2pb˜pϕn,2p}2Hbp2pq
“ lim
n
3
2p
p2pq2pp´ 1q!
ˆ
2p´ 1
p´ 1
˙2
p!
ˆ
2p
p
˙2
p2pq!
ˆ }k2pfn,pb˜fn,p ` k2pgn,pb˜gn,p}2Hbp2pq
“ lim
n
3
2p
p2pq2pp´ 1q!
ˆ
2p´ 1
p´ 1
˙2
p!
ˆ
2p
p
˙2
p2pq!
ˆ `k22p}fn,pb˜fn,p}2Hbp2pq ` k22p}gn,pb˜gn,p}2Hbp2pq˘
“ lim
n
3
2p
p2pq2pp´ 1q!
ˆ
2p´ 1
p´ 1
˙2
p!
ˆ
2p
p
˙2
p2pq!
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ˆ `}pfn,pb˜fn,pqb˜ppfn,pb˜fn,pq}2Hbp2pq
` }pgn,pb˜gn,pqb˜ppgn,pb˜gn,pq}2Hbp2pq
˘
“ κ4pR21 ´ 1q ` κ4pR22 ´ 1q “ κ4pXq.
The fifth equality follows from [13, Theorem 1.2.(iv)]. For the last equality we have used that, for
independent random variables, the cumulant of the sum equals the sum of the cumulants and κrpNq “ 0
for every r ě 3. We have thus proved Eq. (4.1). Notice that Eq. (4.2) holds because of (f). We have
P pxq “ x2px ´ 1qpx` 1q and:
P 1p0q “ P3p0q “ 0 , P 2p0q{p2!2q “ ´1{2 , P p4qp0q{p4!23q “ 1{8.
We check now Eq. (4.3):›››››
4ÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
ϕn,2pb˜prqp ϕn,2pcr2p
›››››
Hbp2pq
ď
›››››´c
2
2p
2
`
ϕn,2pb˜pϕn,2p ´ k2pfn,pb˜fn,p ´ k2pgn,pb˜gn,p
˘›››››
Hbp2pq
`
›››››c
4
2p
8
´
ϕn,2pb˜p4qp ϕn,2p ´ k32pfn,pb˜fn,p ´ k32pgn,pb˜gn,p
¯›››››
Hbp2pq
` c22pk2p
˜›››››´12fn,pb˜fn,p ` c
2
2pk
2
2p
8
fn,pb˜fn,p
›››››
Hbp2pq
`
›››››´12gn,pb˜gn,p ` c
2
2pk
2
2p
8
gn,pb˜gn,p
›››››
Hbp2pq
¸
Ñ 0,
as nÑ8. Theorem (4.6) yields now I2ppϕn,2pq LawÑ X , as nÑ8.
We consider now the convergence in law to random variable with a centered χ2 law and compare the
new criterion of Theorem 4.6 with the main result of [13]. We shall see that in this case, both criteria are
equivalent.
Theorem 4.9. Consider k1 ą 0, a “ k2 “ 0 and X “
řk1
i“1pR2i ´ 1q as defined in Eq. (3.3) and Eq. (3.5),
where R1, . . . , Rk1
i.i.d.„ N p0, 1q. Consider a sequence tFnun of non-zero random variables with Fn “ Ippfn,pq
for p ě 2 even fixed and tfn,pun Ă Hdp. Define P pxq “ xpx ´ 1qk1 and suppose that κ2pFnq Ñ 2k1, as
nÑ 8. The following conditions a., b. and c. are equivalent, as nÑ8:
a. Fn
LawÑ X,
b. 1) }fn,pb˜lfn,p}Hbp2p´2lq Ñ 0, for every 1 ď l ď p´ 1 with l ‰ p{2,,
2) }fn,pb˜p{2fn,p ´ 2{cpfn,p}Hbp Ñ 0
c. 1) }fn,pb˜lfn,p}Hbp2p´2lq Ñ 0, for every 1 ď l ď p´ 1 with l ‰ p{2,,
2)
››››››
degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
fn,pb˜prqp{2fn,pcrp
››››››
Hbp
Ñ 0
3) κrpIppfn,pqq Ñ κrpXq, for r “ 1, . . . , deg pP q.
Proof. The equivalence of a. and b. is proved in [13]. We prove the equivalence of b. and c. for k1 ě 2 since
b. and c. are clearly equivalent if k1 “ 1.
Suppose that b. holds, than a. holds as well and supn ErF 2ns ă 8 together with the hypercontractivity
property yields that supn Er|Fn|rs ă 8 for every r ě 1, thus ErF rns Ñ ErXrs for every r P N. Hence c.3)
holds. We have with k “ k1:
k`1ÿ
l“1
P plqp0q
l!2l´1
clpfn,pb˜plqp{2fn,p “ p´1qk
k`1ÿ
l“1
ˆ
k
l ´ 1
˙
p´2q1´lclpfn,pb˜plqp{2fn,p
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“ p´1qk
«
kÿ
l“1
cl`1p p´2q´l
kÿ
r“l
ˆ
k
r
˙
p´1qr´l
ˆ
fn,pb˜pl`1qp{2 fn,p ´
2
cp
fn,pb˜plqp{2fn,p
˙
´ cpp´2q´1`1
kÿ
r“1
ˆ
k
r
˙
p´1qr´1fn,p `
ˆ
k
0
˙
p´2q0cpfn,p
ff
“ p´1qk
«
kÿ
l“1
cl`1p p´2q´l
kÿ
r“l
ˆ
k
r
˙
p´1qr´l
ˆ
fn,pb˜pl`1qp{2 fn,p ´
2
cp
fn,pb˜plqp{2fn,p
˙
´ p´1qcpfn,p
kÿ
r“0
ˆ
k
r
˙
p´1qr
ff
“ p´1qk
«
kÿ
l“1
cl`1p p´2q´l
kÿ
r“l
ˆ
k
r
˙
p´1qr´l
ˆ
fn,pb˜pl`1qp{2 fn,p ´
2
cp
fn,pb˜plqp{2fn,p
˙ff
,
where we have used that
řk
r“0
ˆ
k
r
˙
p´1qr “ p´1` 1qk “ 0. We have for l ě 2, as nÑ8:
›››fn,pb˜pl`1qp{2 fn,p ´ 2{cpfn,pb˜plqp{2fn,p›››
Hbp
“ ››p. . . pfn,pb˜p{2fn,p ´ 2{cpfn,pqb˜p{2fn,pq . . .qb˜p{2fn,p››Hbp
ď ››fn,pb˜p{2fn,p ´ 2{cpfn,p››Hbp }fn,p}l´1Hbp Ñ 0,
hence c.2) follows with the triangle inequality. Suppose now that c. holds. We have to prove that }c2pfn,pb˜p2qp{2fn,p´
2cpfn,p}2Hbp Ñ 0, as nÑ8, or equivalently:
c4p}fn,pb˜p2qp{2fn,p}2Hbp ´ 4c3pxfn,pb˜
p2q
p{2fn,p, fn,pyHbp ` 4c2p}fn,p}2Hbp
“ c4pxfn,pb˜p3qp{2fn,p, fn,pyHbp ` 4c2p}fn,p}2Hb2
´ 4c3pxfn,pb˜p{2fn,p, fn,pyHbp Ñ 0. (4.8)
We have used in the last step that:
xfn,pb˜pkqp{2fn,p, fn,pb˜
plq
p{2fn,pyHbp “ xfn,pb˜
pk`1q
p{2 fn,p, fn,pb˜
pl´1q
p{2 fn,pyHbp ,
for all integers k, l with k ě 1 and l ě 2. This can be checked directly using the integral representation of
the contractions.
• If k1 “ 2, c.2) yields that, as nÑ8:›››cpfn,p ´ c2pfn,pb˜p{2fn,p ` c3p{4fn,pb˜p3qp{2fn,p›››
Hbp
Ñ 0,
hence, since supn }fn,p}Hbp ă 8, as nÑ8:
x4cpfn,p , cpfn,p ´ c2pfn,pb˜p{2fn,p ` c3p{4fn,pb˜p3qp{2fn,pyHbp Ñ 0.
The linearity of the scalar product yields that relation (4.8) holds.
• If k1 ě 3, the calculations made in the proof of Theorem 4.6, together with [15, Theorem 8.4.4] and
c.3) show that:
0 “ lim
n
”
κipFnq ´ p!pi´ 1q!ci´2p xfn,pb˜pi´1qp{2 fn,p, fn,pyHbp
ı
0 “ lim
n
„
xfn,pb˜pi´1qp{2 fn,p, fn,pyHbp ´
κipFnq
p!pi´ 1q!ci´2p

“ lim
n
”
xfn,pb˜pi´1qp{2 fn,p, fn,pyHbp
ı
´ 2
i´1k1
p!ci´2p
,
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for i “ 3, . . . , k1 ` 1. Thus:
lim
n
”
c4pxfn,pb˜p3qp{2fn,p, fn,pyHbp ` 4c2p}fn,p}2Hb2
´4c3pxfn,pb˜p{2fn,p, fn,pyHbp
‰ “ k1c2pp8` 8´ 16q
p!
“ 0.
This completes the proof.
Remark 4.10. (1) The equivalence of a. and b. above is the main result of [13, Theorem 1.2]. Theorem 4.9
shows that, although the polynomials defined throughout this paper may not always be of minimal
degree if some of the coefficients are equal, the criterion of Theorem 4.6 is necessary and sufficient in
some situations. It is yet unknown if the conditions of Theorem 4.6 are always necessary and sufficient.
(2) Notice that the problem of characterising possible target variables amongst all random variables with a
representation as in Eq. (3.5) is far from being solved if the approximating sequence lives in a fixedWiener
chaos. Indeed further research on this topic is needed in order to make a comprehensive statement, but
it seems doubtful that c1pP 21 ´ 1q ` d1P1 with c1, d1 ‰ 0 is a possible target for a sequence living in
a chaos of fixed order. For every sequence living in a Wiener chaos of odd order, all moments of odd
order vanish which reduces the class of possible target variables X “ řki“1rcipP 2i ´ 1q ` diPis with
P1, . . . , Pk
i.i.d.„ N p0,1q considerably. The following criterion allows to exclude such target variables by
just considering the coefficients ci and dj . Suppose without loss of generality that the coefficients satisfy
the following conditions:
• c1, . . . , cm P R˚,
• cm`1 “ . . . “ ck “ 0,
• the coefficients c1, . . . , cm are sorted in increasing order of their absolute values and:
|c1| “ |c2| “ . . . “ |ck1 | ă |ck1`1| “ . . . “ |ck2 |
ă . . . ă |ckl´1`1| “ . . . “ |ckl |,
where k0 :“ 0 ă k1 ď k2 ď . . . ď kl “ m.
Then Ippfn,pq LawÑ X , as nÑ8, for p ě 3 odd, implies that:
(i) m is even,
(ii) ki is even for every i P t1, . . . , lu and, more precisely:
| tki´1 ` 1 ď j ď ki : cj ą 0u | “ | tki´1 ` 1 ď j ď ki : cj ă 0u |.
(iii) we have for every i P t1, . . . , lu:
kiÿ
i“ki´1`1
d2i ¨ ci “ 0.
An analogue version holds for target variables in class (B) of Lemma 3.3.
5. Stable convergence
In this section we consider sequences of non-zero random variables living in a finite sum of Wiener chaoses.
The sequences are supposed to converge in law to a non-zero target variable X and we ask whether the
sequence also converges stably. Our first result follows from [12, Theorem 1.3]. As before, we shall write ϕY
for the characteristic function of a random variable Y .
Theorem 5.1. Consider p ě 3 and the random variable X Law“ aN`řk1i“1 bipR2i ´1q`řk2i“1rcipP 2i ´1q`diPis
where N,R1, . . . , Rk1 , P1, . . . , Pk2
i.i.d.„ N p0, 1q. Assume that tgn,pun Ă Hdp and, as nÑ 8:
}gn,p bp´1 gn,p}HbH Ñ 0. (5.1)
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If Ippgn,pq LawÑ X, as nÑ8, then:
Ippgn,pq st.Ñ X, (5.2)
or, equivalently, for every F-measurable random variable Z:
pIppgn,pq, ZqJ LawÑ pX,ZqJ ,
where F is introduced in Section 2.1, and X is independent of the underlying Brownian motion.
Proof. Consider f P H with }f}H “ 1. We have to prove that, as nÑ8:
pI1pfq, Ippgn,pqqJ LawÑ pI1pfq, XqJ, (5.3)
see Section 2.4, where I1pfq is independent of X . Since Ippgn,pq is a non-zero random variable, we have
}gn,p}Hbp ‰ 0 for every n P N. Define g1n,p :“ gn,pb
p!}gn,p}2
Hbp
for every n, then Ippg1n,pq LawÑ X{
?
A, as n Ñ 8,
where A :“ a2 ` 2řk1i“1 b2i `řk2i“1p2c2i ` d2i q ‰ 0. We have ErIppg1n,pq2s “ 1 and with Eq. (5.1), as nÑ8:
}g1n,p b1 f}2Hbpp´1q ď }gn,p bp´1 gn,p}Hb2 }f}2H
1
p!}gn,p}2Hbp
Ñ 0.
[12, Theorem 1.3] yields with an :“ 1{
b
p!}gn,p}2Hbp Ñ a :“ 1{
?
A, as nÑ8:
ϕI1pfqpt1qϕXpt2{
?
Aq “ ϕI1pfqpt1qϕX{?Apt2q
“ lim
n
E
“
exp
`
it1I1pfq ` it2Ippg1n,pq
˘‰
“ lim
n
E rexp pit1I1pfq ` it2anIppgn,pqqs
“ lim
n
pE rexp pit1I1pfq ` it2aIppgn,pqqs
` E rexp pit1I1pfq ` it2aIppgn,pqq pexppit2pan ´ aqIppgn,pqq ´ 1qsq .
We have with |eix ´ 1| ď |x| for every x P R:
|E rexp pit1I1pfq ` it2aIppgn,pqq pexppit2pan ´ aqIppgn,pqq ´ 1qs|
ď E r|exppit2pan ´ aqIppgn,pqq ´ 1|s ď E r|t2pan ´ aqIppgn,pq|s
ď |t2pan ´ aq|ErIppgn,pq2s1{2 ď |t2pan ´ aq|
c
p! sup
n
}gn,p}2Hbp Ñ 0,
as nÑ8. Hence:
ϕI1pfqpt1qϕXpt2{
?
Aq “ lim
n
E rexp pit1I1pfq ` it2aIppgn,pqqs ,
and with t12 :“ t2{
?
A :
ϕI1pfqpt1qϕXpt12q “ lim
n
E
“
exp
`
it1I1pfq ` it12Ippgn,pq
˘‰
.
Since pt1,t12q ÞÑ ϕI1pfqpt1qϕXpt12q is the characteristic function of pI1pfq, XqJ where I1pfq is independent of
X , we have that Eq. (5.3), or equivalently Eq. (5.2) holds. Since f P H with }f}H “ 1 is arbitrary, the
statement follows with the remarks of Section 2.4.
Remark 5.2. The proof of the previous theorem was straightforward since the converging sequence of random
variables lives in a fixed Wiener chaos. Under these assumptions, [12, Theorem 1.3] yields the desired stable
convergence. If the sequence of random variables is allowed to live in a finite sum of Wiener chaoses or if
assumption (5.1) does not hold, the conditions ensuring stable convergence involve Γ-operators.
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For the next results, the target variables are (again) supposed to have the form:
X
Law“ aN `
k1ÿ
i“1
bipR2i ´ 1q `
k2ÿ
i“1
“
cipP 2i ´ 1q ` diPi
‰
, (5.4)
where N,R1, . . . , Rk1 , P1, . . . , Pk2 are independent standard normal variables and bi ‰ 0 for 1 ď i ď k1, as
well as cjdj ‰ 0 for 1 ď j ď k2. We suppose that at least one of the parameters k1, k2 is positive. We shall
use the convention 00 :“ 1.
Theorem 5.3. Consider p ě 3, k1, k2 ě 0 and X as defined in Eq. (5.4). Suppose that tgn,lun Ă Hdl for
1 ď l ď p and:
Fn “
pÿ
l“1
Ilpgn,lq,
Define P pxq “ x1`1ra‰0sśk1i“1px´ biqśk2i“jpx´ cjq2 and suppose that, as nÑ8:
κrpFnq Ñ kprq :“ 1rr“2sa2 `
k1ÿ
i“1
2r´1pr ´ 1q!bri
`
k2ÿ
j“1
2r´1pr ´ 1q!
˜
crj `
rcr´2j d
2
j
4
¸
, for 2 ď r ď degpP q, (5.5)
degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
pΓr´1pFnq ´ ErΓr´1pFnqsq L
1Ñ 0. (5.6)
If the following two conditions hold, as nÑ8, for every f P H with }f}H “ 1 and k :“ 2k2 ` k1:
E rexp pipt1I1pfq ` t2Fnqq xDI1pfq, DFnyH s Ñ 0, for every pt1, t2q P R2, (5.7)
it1 E
”
exp pipit1I1pfq ` t2Fnqq xDI1pfq,
degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
ÿ
α`β“r´1
αě1,βě0
pit2qk`1ra‰0s´α
ˆ `´DL´1ΓβpFnq˘yHıÑ 0, for every pt1,t2q P R2, (5.8)
then Fn
st.Ñ X, as nÑ8, and X is independent of the underlying Brownian motion.
Proof. Theorem 3.12, Eq. (5.5) and Eq. (5.6) imply that Fn
LawÑ X , as nÑ8. Define:
B0 :“ E rexp pipt1I1pfq ` t2Fnqq xDI1pfq, DFnyH s ,
Am :“ E
“
exp pipt1I1pfq ` t2Fnqq xDI1pfq,´DL´1ΓmpFnqyH
‰
1rmě0s,
ϕnpt1, t2q :“ E rexp pipt1I1pfq ` t2Fnqqs .
The obvious dependence of pt1,t2q is dropped in the first equalities. The proof is divided in three steps:
• we derive two equations involving derivatives of ϕn,
• we prove that the sequence
 pI1pfq, FnqJ(n is tight and that we have pI1pfq, FnqJ LawÑ pI1pfq, XqJ, as
nÑ8, where X is independent of I1pfq,
• we conclude that Fn
st.Ñ X , as nÑ8, and X is independent of the underlying Brownian motion.
(1) Consider pt1, t2q P Rˆ R˚. Then for r ě 2:
E rexp pipt1I1pfq ` t2FnqqΓr´1pFnqs
“ E “exp pipt1I1pfq ` t2Fnqq xDFn,´DL´1Γr´2pFnqyH‰
“ 1
it2
E
“
exp pipt1I1pfq ` t2Fnqq xit2DFn ` it1DI1pfq,´DL´1Γr´2pFnqyH
‰
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´ it1
it2
E
“
exp pipt1I1pfq ` t2Fnqq xDI1pfq,´DL´1Γr´2pFnqyH
‰
“ 1
it2
E rexp pipt1I1pfq ` t2FnqqΓr´2pFnqs ´ 1
it2
ϕnpt1, t2qErΓr´2pFnqs
´ it1
it2
Ar´2.
We have used the integration by parts rule and ´δDL´1F “ F ´ ErF s for every F P L2pΩq. Repeating
this first calculations once again if r ´ 2 ě 1, we find:
E rexp pipt1I1pfq ` t2FnqqΓr´1pFnqs
“ 1
it2
ˆ
1
it2
E rexp pipt1I1pfq ` t2FnqqΓr´3pFnqs ´ 1
it2
ϕnpt1, t2qE rΓr´3pFnqs
´ it1
it2
Ar´3
˙
´ 1
it2
ϕnpt1, t2qErΓr´2pFnqs ´ it1
it2
Ar´2,
and iteration yields finally for r ě 1:
E rexp pipt1I1pfq ` t2FnqqΓr´1pFnqs
“ 1pit2qr´1 E rexp pipt1I1pfq ` t2FnqqΓ0pFnqs
´ ϕnpt1, t2q
ÿ
α`β“r´1
α,βě1
1
pit2qα ErΓβpFnqs ´ it1
ÿ
α`β“r´1
αě1,βě0
1
pit2qαAβ .
With BϕnBt2 pt1, t2q “ iE rexp pipt1I1pfq ` t2FnqqFns, we find:
E rexp pipt1I1pfq ` t2FnqqΓr´1pFnqs
“ ´ipit2qr´1
Bϕn
Bt2 pt1, t2q ´ ϕnpt1, t2q
ÿ
α`β“r´1
α,βě1
1
pit2qα E rΓβpFnqs
´ it1
ÿ
α`β“r´1
αě1,βě0
1
pit2qαAβ .
Hence, for all pt1, t2q P Rˆ R˚:
E
»
–exp pipt1I1pfq ` t2Fnqq degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
pΓr´1pFnq ´ E rΓr´1pFnqsq
fi
fl
“ ´
degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
i
pit2qr´1
Bϕn
Bt2 pt1, t2q
´ ϕnpt1, t2q
degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
ÿ
α`β“r´1
α,βě1
1
pit2qα
κβ`1pFnq
β!
´ ϕnpt1, t2q
degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
κrpFnq
pr ´ 1q! ´ it1
degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
ÿ
α`β“r´1
αě1,βě0
1
pit2qαAβ . (5.9)
With Γ1pI1pfqq ´ 1 “ 0, we find for pt1, t2q P R˚ ˆ R:
0 “ E rexp pipt1I1pfq ` t2Fnqq pΓ1pI1pfqq ´ 1qs
“ E “exp pipt1I1pfq ` t2Fnqq xDI1pfq,´DL´1I1pfqyH‰´ ϕnpt1, t2q
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“ 1
it1
E
“
exp pipt1I1pfq ` t2Fnqq xit1DI1pfq ` it2DFn,´DL´1I1pfqyH
‰
´ it2
it1
E
“
exp pipt1I1pfq ` t2Fnqq xDFn,´DL´1I1pfqyH
‰´ ϕnpt1, t2q
“ 1
i2t1
E rexp pipt1I1pfq ` t2Fnqq iI1pfqs ´ it2
it1
E rexp pipt1I1pfq ` t2Fnqq
ˆ xDFn,DI1pfqyH s ´ ϕnpt1, t2q
“ ´ 1
t1
ˆBϕn
Bt1 pt1, t2q ` t1ϕnpt1, t2q
˙
´ it2
it1
B0. (5.10)
(2) We prove that the sequence
 pI1pfq, FnqJ(n is tight. We have with the Markov inequality, for K Ñ 8:
P
`
I1pfq2 ` F 2n ě K
˘ ď K´1 ErI1pfq2 ` F 2n s “ K´1 `1` ErF 2ns˘
ď K´1
ˆ
1` sup
n
ErF 2ns
˙
Ñ 0.
Consider a subsequence
 pI1pfq, FnlqJ(l which converges in law to a random vector V “ pV1, V2qJ. If
we have that V is the same for every converging subsequence and V
Law“ pI1pfq, XqJ, where I1pfq and
X are independent, then we have that
 pI1pfq, FnqJ(n converges in law to the same limit. We have
that ϕnlpt1, t2q “ E rexp pipt1I1pfq ` t2Fnlqqs Ñ ϕpV1,V2qJpt1, t2q “: ϕ˚pt1, t2q, as l Ñ 8. Since we have
Eq. (5.6) and Eq. (5.8), we have for pt1, t2q P Rˆ R˚ and lÑ8 with Eq. (5.9):
´
degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
i
pit2qr´1
Bϕ˚
Bt2 pt1, t2q
´ ϕ˚pt1, t2q
degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
ÿ
α`β“r´1
α,βě1
1
pit2qα
kpβ ` 1q
β!
´ ϕ˚pt1, t2q
degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
kprq
pr ´ 1q! “ 0. (5.11)
Notice that, as l Ñ 8, we have BϕnlBt2 Ñ
Bϕ˚
Bt2 by the continuous mapping theorem and κβ`1pFnq{β! Ñ
kpβ ` 1q{β!, as nÑ8, since Eq. (5.5) holds. We have:
Bϕ˚
Bt2 pt1, t2q “ liml
Bϕnl
Bt2 pt1, t2q “ liml E rexp pipt1I1pfq ` t2Fnlqq iFnl s ,
hence:
Bϕ˚
Bt2 pt1, 0q “ liml E rexp pit1I1pfqq iFnl s
“ ´ lim
l
E
“
exp pit1I1pfqq xt1DI1pfq,´DL´1Fnlyp
‰ “ 0.
To see this, apply Eq. (5.8) with t2 “ 0. We find similarly Bϕ
˚
Bt1 p0,t2q “ 0. Multiplying Eq. (5.11) by
pit2qk`1ra‰0s , we find the following equation for pt1,t2q P R2:
´
degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
ipit2qk`1ra‰0s´r`1 Bϕ
˚
Bt2 pt1, t2q
´ ϕ˚pt1, t2q
degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
ÿ
α`β“r´1
α,βě1
pit2qk`1ra‰0s´α kpβ ` 1q
β!
´ pit2qk`1ra‰0sϕ˚pt1, t2q
degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
kprq
pr ´ 1q! “ 0, (5.12)
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with ϕ˚p0, 0q “ 1 and Bϕ˚Bt1 p0, t2q “
Bϕ˚
Bt2 pt1, 0q “ 0. From Eq. (5.10), we find with n replaced by nl and
l Ñ8, for pt1, t2q P R˚ ˆ R:
Bϕ˚
Bt1 pt1, t2q ` t1ϕ
˚pt1, t2q “ 0. (5.13)
We have used that condition (5.7) implies that B0 converges to 0 in Eq. (5.10). Since
Bϕ˚
Bt1 p0, t2q “ 0, the
differential equation (5.13) holds for every pt1, t2q P R2. We have thus a system of partial differential equa-
tions, given by Eq. (5.12) and Eq. (5.13), with the conditions ϕ˚p0, 0q “ 1 and Bϕ˚Bt1 p0, t2q “
Bϕ˚
Bt2 pt1, 0q “ 0.
We notice that the calculations in the proof of Theorem 3.8, in particular Step 1, Eq. (3.12) and
Eq. (3.13) show that the function pt1, t2q ÞÑ ϕXpt2q satisfies Eq. (5.12) and we have ϕXp0q “ 1 as
well as ϕ1Xp0q “ 0. For a standard normal random variable M , the function pt1, t2q ÞÑ ϕM pt1q sat-
isfies Eq. (5.13) and we have ϕM p0q “ 1 as well as ϕ1M p0q “ 0. A solution of the system is given
by the function pt1, t2q ÞÑ ϕM pt1qϕXpt2q. Suppose that ϕ˜ is another solution of the system. Define
Ψpt1, t2q :“ ϕ˜pt1, t2q{pϕM pt1qϕXpt2qq. Notice that ϕM pt1qϕXpt2q ‰ 0 for t1, t2 P R. For t2 ‰ 0, Eq. (5.12)
yields an expression of the form Bϕ˜Bt2 pt1, t2q “ ϕ˜pt1, t2qQpt2q, where Q is a function which depends only
on t2. Since Eq. (3.12) and Eq. (3.13) hold, we have with the same function Q the representation
BϕX
Bt2 pt2q “ ϕXpt2qQpt2q. Hence:
BΨ
Bt2 pt1, t2q “
ϕ˜pt1, t2qQpt2qϕM pt1qϕXpt2q ´ ϕ˜pt1, t2qϕXpt2qQpt2qϕM pt1q
rϕM pt1qϕXpt2qs2
“ 0.
We find BΨBt2 pt1, 0q “ 0 since
Bϕ˜
Bt2 pt1, 0q “ ϕ1Xp0q “ 0. A similar calculation shows that BΨBt1 pt1, t2q “ 0,
hence ∇Ψ “ 0 on R2. We conclude that Ψ is constant and since Ψp0, 0q “ 1, we have that:
ϕ˜pt1, t2q “ ϕN pt1qϕXpt2q.
(3) We have finally that every subsequence which converges in law, has the same limit pI1pfq, XqJ with X
independent of I1pfq. Since the P-completion of the σ-field generated by tI1pfq : f P H, }f}H “ 1u is the
σ-field F of the Brownian motion, an application of [11, Lemma 2.3.] concludes the proof, see Section
2.4.
The following Corollary 5.4 is a special case of the implication p2q ñ p3q in [12, Theorem 1.3].
Corollary 5.4. Consider p ě 3, k1, k2 ě 0 and X as defined in Eq. (5.4). Suppose that tgn,pun Ă Hdp,
define P pxq “ x1`1ra‰0sśk1i“1px´ biqśk2j“1px ´ cjq2 and suppose that, as nÑ 8:
κrpFnq Ñ kprq :“ 1rr“2sa2 `
k1ÿ
i“1
2r´1pr ´ 1q!bri
`
k2ÿ
j“1
2r´1pr ´ 1q!
˜
crj `
rcr´2j d
2
j
4
¸
, for 2 ď r ď degpP q,
degpP qÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
pΓr´1pFnq ´ ErΓr´1pFnqsq L
1Ñ 0.
If the following condition holds, as nÑ8, for every f P H with }f}H “ 1:
}gn,p b1 f}Hbpp´1q Ñ 0, (5.14)
then Ippgn,pq st.Ñ X, as nÑ8, and X is independent of the underlying Brownian motion.
Proof. We prove that Eq. (5.7) and Eq. (5.8) hold, Theorem 5.3 yields then the statement.
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(1) We have, as nÑ8:
E r|xDI1pfq, DIppgn,pqyH |s2 ď E
”
|pIp´1pgn,p b1 fq|2
ı
“ p2pp´ 1q!}gn,p b1 f}2Hbpp´1q Ñ 0.
We have used the stochastic Fubini theorem for multiple Wiener integrals, and Eq. (5.7) holds since
|exp pipt1I1pfq ` t2Ippgn,pqqq| “ 1.
(2) To prove that Eq. (5.8) holds, we notice that ΓbpIppgn,pqq has a representation as a finite linear combi-
nation of random variables of the following form with R :“ řbi“1 ri:
Ipb`1qp´2R
`
. . . pgn,pb˜r1gn,pqb˜r2gn,pq . . .qb˜rbgn,p
˘
,
see [4, Proposition 2.1] for details and the set containing pr1, . . . , rbq in particular. We can represent
xDI1pfq,´DL´1ΓbpIppgn,pqqyH as finite linear combination of terms having the following form:
xfp¨q, Ipb`1qp´2R´1
`
. . . pgn,pb˜r1gn,pq . . .qb˜rbgn,pqp ,¨q
˘yH
“ Ipb`1qp´2R´1
˜ż T
0
p. . . pgn,pb˜r1gn,pq . . .qb˜rbgn,pqp , tqfptqdt
¸
. (5.15)
• Let A :“ pb` 1qp´ 2pr1 ` . . .` rbq ą 1, then we can represent
p. . . pgn,pb˜r1gn,pq . . .qb˜rbgn,ppx1, . . . , xAq
as finite linear combination of integrals of the following form:ż
r0,T sR
gn,ppY1,l, X1,lq . . . gn,ppYb`1,l, Xb`1,lqdY1,l . . . dYb`1,l, (5.16)
where l is a summation index, Yi,l and Xj,l represent collections of variables such that:
– Yb`1i“1Yi,l contains R elements and every element is in exactly two of the (non-empty) sets
Y1,l, . . . , Yb`1,l,
–
`Yb`1i“1Yi,l˘X tx1, . . . , xAu “ H,
– 9Yb`1i“1Xi,l “ tx1, . . . , xAu .
We have then with xm P tx1, . . . , xAu and [18, Lemma 2.3], as nÑ8:
ż
r0,T sA´1
˜ż
r0,T sR`1
b`1ź
i“1
gn,ppYi,l, Xi,lqfpxmqdY1,l . . . dYb`1,ldxm
¸2
ˆ dx1 . . . dxA
dxm
ď }gn,pb1f}2Hbpp´1q }gn,p}2bHbp Ñ 0.
• Let A :“ pb` 1qp´ 2pr1 ` . . .` rbq “ 1, then we can represent
p. . . pgn,pb˜r1gn,pqb˜r2gn,pq . . .qb˜rbgn,ppx0q
as linear combination of integrals as in Eq. (5.16) and all but one set Xi,l is empty. Assume without
loss of generality that X1,l is the non-empty set, containing the integration variable, say x0. Hence,
with [18, Lemma 2.3], as nÑ8:ˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
r0,T sR`1
fpx0qgn,ppY1,l, x0qgn,ppY2,lq . . . gn,ppYb`1,lqdY1,l . . . dYb`1,ldx0
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
2
“
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
r0,T sR
pgn,p b1 fqpY1,lq
b`1ź
i“2
gn,ppYi,lqdY1,l . . . dYb`1,l
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
2
ď }gn,p b1 f}2Hbpp´1q }gn,p}2bHbp Ñ 0.
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Combining these results, we find with py1 ` . . .` yqq2 ď q
`
y21 ` . . .` y2q
˘
that:
E
»
–Ipb`1qp´2R´1
˜ż T
0
p. . . pgn,pb˜r1gn,pqb˜r2gn,pq . . .qb˜rbgn,pp , tqfptqdt
¸2fifl
converges to 0, as nÑ8, hence:
E
“xDI1pfq,´DL´1ΓbpIppgn,pqqy2H‰Ñ 0,
since xDI1pfq,´DL´1ΓbpIppgn,pqqyH can be represented as linear combination of integrals as in Eq. (5.15).
Eq. (5.8) follows since |exppipt1I1pfq ` t2Ippgn,pqqq| “ 1.
Remark 5.5. Eq. (5.14) holds if }gn,pb˜p´1gn,p}HbH Ñ 0, as nÑ8. This follows directly from Lemma 4.5.
We have the following converse of Theorem 5.3.
Theorem 5.6. With the notations of Theorem 5.3, consider p ě 3, k1, k2 ě 0 and X as defined in Eq. (5.4).
Suppose that tgn,lun Ă Hdl for 1 ď l ď p, and:
Fn “
pÿ
l“1
Ilpgn,lq,
If condition (5.6) holds and Fn
st.Ñ X, as nÑ8, where X is independent of the underlying Brownian motion,
then for every f P H with }f}H “ 1:
(1) Eq. (5.7) and Eq. (5.8) hold,
(2) limn
´řp´1
l“2 pl ` 1q!xgn,l´1b˜l´1gn,l`1, fb˜fyHbH ` E
“xDI1pfq, DFny2H‰¯ “ 0.
Proof. (1) Consider an arbitrary element f P H with }f}H “ 1. The stable convergence and the independence
property imply that pI1pfq, FnqJ LawÑ pI1pfq, XqJ, as nÑ8, where X is independent of I1pfq. Hence:
lim
n
ϕnpt1, t2q “ lim
n
Erexppipt1I1pfq ` t2Fnqqs “ ϕI1pfqpt1qϕXpt2q,
and Eq. (5.9) together with Eq. (3.11) implies that Eq. (5.8) holds for every pt1, t2q P R ˆ R˚. With
Eq. (5.10), we have that Eq (5.7) holds for every t1, t2 ‰ 0. To see that Eq. (5.7) holds for t1 “ 0, t2 ‰ 0,
calculate the derivative with respect to t1:
Bϕn
Bt1 pt1, t2q “ iE rexp pipt1I1pfq ` t2Fnqq I1pfqs
hence:
Bϕn
Bt1 p0, t2q “ iE rexppit2FnqI1pfqs “ iE
“
exppit2Fnqp´δDL´1I1pfqq
‰
“ iE rexp pit2Fnq xit2DFn, DI1pfqyHs .
By the continuous mapping theorem, we have:
pexppit2Fnq, I1pfqqJ LawÑ pexppit2Xq, I1pfqqJ ,
as nÑ8, andX is independent of I1pfq. Since supn E
”
|exppit2FnqI1pfq|2
ı
“ supn Er1 I1pfq2s “ 1 ă 8,
we have:
lim
n
E rexppit2FnqI1pfqs “ ϕXpt2qErI1pfqs “ 0,
thus, as nÑ8:
0 “ iϕXpt2qErI1pfqs “ lim
n
Bϕn
Bt1 p0, t2q
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“ ´ lim
n
t2 E rexp pit2Fnq xDFn,DI1pfqyHs .
We prove that Eq. (5.7) holds for t2 “ 0, t1 ‰ 0:
Erexppit1I1pfqq xDI1pfq, DFnyH s
“ pit1q´1 Erxit1f exppit1I1pfqq, DFnyHs
“ pit1q´1 Erδpit1f exppit1I1pfqqqFns
“ pit1q´1 Erpit1I1pfq ` t21q exppit1I1pfqqFns Ñ 0,
as nÑ8.We have used Eq. (2.4) in the last step, the convergence follows as above and Eq. (5.7) holds
for t2 “ 0, t1 ‰ 0. In the case t1 “ t2 “ 0, we find with the independence property and Eq. (2.3) that
Eq. (5.7) holds. We see similarly that:
0 “ lim
n
Bϕn
Bt2 pt1, 0q “ ´ limn t1 E
“
exp pit1I1pfqq xDI1pfq,´DL´1FnyH
‰
. (5.17)
On the other hand, Eq. (5.8) yields for t2 “ 0 the following condition:
it1P
k`1`1ra‰0sp0q
pk ` 1` 1ra‰0sq!2k`1ra‰0s
E
“
exp pit1I1pfqq xDI1pfq,´DL´1FnyH
‰Ñ 0, (5.18)
as nÑ8. Since P k`1`1rα0‰0sp0q ‰ 0, the convergence in Eq. (5.18) follows clearly from Eq. (5.17). We
conclude that Eq. (5.7) and (5.8) hold for every pt1, t2q P Rˆ R.
(2) Consider an arbitrary element f P H with }f}2H “ 1. Since pI1pfq, FnqJ LawÑ pI1pfq, XqJ, as n Ñ 8,
where I1pfq „ N p0,1q is independent of X , we have that pI1pfq2, F 2nqJ LawÑ pI1pfq2, X2q, as n Ñ 8, by
the continuous mapping theorem, hence I1pfq2F 2n LawÑ I1pfq2X2, as nÑ8. We have that:
sup
n
E
”`
F 2nI1pfq2
˘2ı ă 8. (5.19)
this follows from the hypercontractivity property and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Hence:
0 “ lim
n
`
ErF 2nI1pfq2s ´ ErF 2nsErI1pfq2s
˘
, (5.20)
since I1pfq is independent of X . With Eq. (5.20):
0 “ lim
n
`
ErF 2nI1pfq2s ´ ErF 2nsErI1pfq2s
˘
“ lim
n
`
E
“
F 2nI1pfqp´δDL´1I1pfqq
‰´ ErF 2ns˘
“ lim
n
`
E
“xDpF 2nI1pfqq,´DL´1I1pfqyH‰´ ErF 2ns˘
“ lim
n
`
2E rFnI1pfqxDFn, DI1pfqyHs ` E
“
F 2n}DI1pfq}2H
‰´ E “F 2n‰˘
“ 2 lim
n
E rFnI1pfqxDFn, DI1pfqyHs , (5.21)
and with the stochastic Fubini theorem for multiple Wiener integrals:
xDI1pfq, DFnyH “
pÿ
l“1
lIl´1pgn,lb˜1fq,
FnI1pfq “
pÿ
l“1
Il`1pgn,lb˜fq `
pÿ
l“1
lIl´1pgn,lb˜1fq
“
pÿ
l“1
Il`1pgn,lb˜fq ` xDI1pfq, DFnyH .
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Hence with Eq. (5.21):
0 “ lim
n
˜
E
«
pÿ
l“1
Il`1pgn,lb˜fq
pÿ
l“1
lIl´1pgn,lb˜1fq
ff
` ErxDI1pfq, DFny2Hs
¸
“ lim
n
˜
E
«
p`1ÿ
l“2
Ilpgn,l´1b˜fq
p´1ÿ
l“0
pl ` 1qIlpgn,l`1b˜1fq
ff
`ErxDI1pfq, DFny2H s
˘
“ lim
n
˜
p´1ÿ
l“2
pl ` 1q!xgn,l´1b˜f, gn,l`1b˜1fyHbl ` ErxDI1pfq, DFny2Hs
¸
“ lim
n
˜
p´1ÿ
l“2
pl ` 1q!xgn,l´1b˜l´1gn,l`1, fb˜fyHbH ` ErxDI1pfq, DFny2Hs
¸
.
The last equality can be checked directly using the definition of contractions.
Corollary 5.7. Let the notations and assumptions of Theorem 5.6 prevail and suppose that Fn “
řp
l“1 Ilpgn,lq st.Ñ
X, as nÑ8, where X is independent of the underlying Brownian motion. Consider f P H arbitrary.
1. If Fn “ Ippgn,pq, then we have limn }gn,pb˜1f}Hbpp´1q “ 0.
2. If limn }gn,l`1b˜l´1gn,l´1}HbH “ 0, for every 2 ď l ď p ´ 1, then we have limn }gn,lb˜1f}Hbpl´1q “ 0,
for every 1 ď l ď p.
3. If Fn “ Ip´1pgn,p´1q ` Ippgn,pq, then we have limn }gn,p´1b˜1f}Hbpp´2q “ limn }gn,pb˜1f}Hbpp´1q “ 0.
We can recover [13, Proposition 4.2. and Remark 4.3.].
Proposition 5.8. Consider p ě 4 even and a sequence tgn,pun Ă Hbp such that Ippgn,pq
LawÑ N2 ´ 1,
as n Ñ 8, where N is a standard normal variable. Then Ippgn,pq st.Ñ N2 ´ 1, as n Ñ 8, and N2 ´ 1 is
independent of the underlying Brownian motion.
Proof. [13, Theorem 1.2.] implies with P pxq “ xpx´ 1q, as nÑ8:
2ÿ
r“1
P prqp0q
r!2r´1
`
Γr´1pIgn,pq ´ ErΓr´1pIgn,pqs
˘
“ Ippgn,pq ´ 1
2
Γ1pIppgn,pqq ` 1
2
ErΓ1pIppgn,pqqs
“ Ippgn,pq ´ 1
2
Γ1pIppgn,pqq ` 1
2
ErIppgn,pq2s L
2Ñ 0.
Moreover the convergence in law implies that }gn,pbp´1gn,p}HbH Ñ 0, as nÑ 8. Notice that in condition
(5.8) in Theorem 5.3 we must have pα, β, rq “ p1, 0, 2q and condition (5.8) is then satisfied if condition (5.7)
holds. We check now condition (5.7).
|E rexp pipt1I1pfq ` t2Ippgn,pqqq xDI1pfq, DIppgn,pqyH s|
ď E “xDI1pfq, DIppgn,pqy2H‰1{2
“ Erp2Ip´1pgn,p b1 fq2s “ p2pp´ 1q!}gn,p b1 f}2Hbpp´1q
ď p2pp´ 1q!}gn,pbp´1gn,p}Hb2}f}2H Ñ 0,
as nÑ8.
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6. Appendix
Definition 6.1. (1) Consider k1 ě 0. If k1 ą 0, we suppose that bj ‰ 0 for every j “ 1, . . . , k1. We set:
Tj “
$’’&
’’’%
1 for j “ 0,ÿ
1ďi1ă...ăijďk1
bi1 ˆ . . .ˆ bij for 1 ď j ď k1,
0 for j R t0, 1, . . . , k1u ,
and for l “ 1, . . . , k1:
T
plq
j “
$’’’’&
’’’’%
1 for j “ 0,ÿ
1ďi1ă...ăijďk1
i1,...,ij‰l
bi1 ˆ . . .ˆ bij for 1 ď j ď k1 ´ 1,
0 for j R t0, 1, . . . , k1 ´ 1u .
If k1 “ 0, we set bj “ 0 for every j, T0 “ 1 and Tj “ T plqj “ 0 for all other values of j and l.
(2) Consider k2 ě 0. If k2 ą 0, we suppose that cjdj ‰ 0 for every j “ 1, . . . , k2. We set:
Sj “
$’’’&
’’’%
1 for j “ 0,ÿ
1ďi1ă...ăijďk2
ci1 ˆ . . .ˆ cij for 1 ď j ď k2,
0 for j R t0, 1, . . . , k2u ;
and for l “ 1, . . . , k2:
S
plq
j “
$’’’&
’’’%
1 for j “ 0,ÿ
1ďi1ă...ăijďk2
i1,...,ij‰l
ci1 ˆ . . .ˆ cij for 1 ď j ď k2 ´ 1,
0 for j R t0, 1, . . . , k2 ´ 1u .
If k2 “ 0, we set cj “ dj “ 0 for every j, S0 “ 1 and Sj “ Splqj “ 0 for all other values of j and l.
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Proposition 6.2. Proof of Eq. (3.18).
Proof. We prove that Eq. (3.18) holds for x ‰ 0. Suppose that xϕY pxq ‰ 0 and divide Eq. (3.18) by iϕY pxq:
kÿ
l“1
p2ixqk`1pixq´l
kÿ
r“l
P pr`2qp0q
pr ` 2q!2r`1
κr´l`2pXq
pr ´ l` 1q! ` p2ixq
k`1 p´1qk1a2
2
k2ź
j“1
c2j
k1ź
j“1
bj
“ ixa2G1pxqG2pxq ` 2ixG2pxq
k1ÿ
l“1
b2l
ź
j‰l
p1´ 2ixbjq
`G1pxq
k2ÿ
l“1
˜ź
j‰l
p1´ 2ixcjq2
¸“
ix∆lp1´ 2ixclq ` pixq2cl∆l ´ 2ixc2l
‰
. (6.1)
We determine an alternative representation for P pxq and calculate P plqp0q{l!. We have with k “ 2k2 ` k1
P pxq “ x2
k1ź
j“1
px´ bjq
k2ź
j“1
px´ cjq2 “ x2xk
k1ź
j“1
p1´ bj{xq
k2ź
j“1
p1´ cj{xq2
“ xk`2
k1ÿ
j1“0
k2ÿ
j2,j3“0
p´1qj1Tj1p´1qj2Sj2p´1qj3Sj3x´j1´j2´j3
“ xk`2
kÿ
p“0
x´pp´1qp
ÿ
j1`j2`j3“p
Tj1Sj2Sj3
“
k`2ÿ
l“2
xlp´1qk`2´l
˜ ÿ
j1`j2`j3“k`2´l
Tj1Sj2Sj3
¸
.
If for instance k1 “ 0, we have Tj “ 1rj“0s and the formula above holds also for the cases k1 “ 0, k2 “ 0 and
k1 “ k2 “ 0. Hence:
P plqp0q
l!
“ p´1qk`2´l
ÿ
j1`j2`j3“k`2´l
Tj1Sj2Sj3 .
We compare now the terms in x, on the left-hand side of Eq. (6.1) we have:
2k`1pixqk`1´k P
pk`2qp0q
pk ` 2q!2k`1κ2pXq “ ix
˜
a2 ` 2
k1ÿ
j“1
b2j `
k2ÿ
j“1
p2c2j ` d2j q
¸
,
and for the right-hand side of Eq. (6.1):
ixa2 ` 2ix
k1ÿ
l“1
b2l `
k2ÿ
l“1
rix∆l ´ 2ixc2l s,
the desired equality for the terms in x follows. The term in xk`1 on the left-hand side of Eq. (6.1) is
2kpixqk`1p´1qk1a2śk2j“1 c2jśk1j“1 bj, and on the right-hand side of Eq. (6.1) we have:
ixa2
k2ź
j“1
p´2xicjq2
k1ź
j“1
p´2ixbjq “ pixqk`1p´2qka2
k2ź
j“1
c2j
k1ź
j“1
bj
“ pixqk`1p´1qk12ka2
k2ź
j“1
c2j
k1ź
j“1
bj .
We have for the term in xm and 1 ă m ă k ` 1 on the left-hand side of Eq. (6.1):
2k`1pixqk`1´pk`1´mq
ˆ
P pk`1´m`2qp0qκ2pXq
pk ` 1´m` 2q!2k´m`2 ` . . .`
P pk`2qp0q
pk ` 2q!2k`1
κm`1pXq
m!
˙
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“ 2k`1pixqm
»
—–p´1qm´1 ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´1
Tj1Sj2Sj3
2m´1
2k`1
κ2pXq
` . . .` p´1q0
ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“0
Tj1Sj2Sj3
20
2k`1
κm`1pXq
m!
fi
fl
“ pixqm
»
—–p´2qm´1 ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´1
Tj1Sj2Sj3
˜
a2 ` 2
k2ÿ
j“1
c2j ` 2
k1ÿ
j“1
b2j `
k2ÿ
j“1
d2j
¸
` . . .` p´2q0
ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“0
Tj1Sj2Sj3
˜
2m
k2ÿ
j“1
cm`1j ` 2m
k1ÿ
j“1
bm`1j
` 2m´2pm` 1q
k2ÿ
j“1
cm´1j d
2
j
ff¸
. (6.2)
We use the relations Sj “ Splqj `clSplqj´1 and Tj “ T plqj `blT plqj´1 if k1, k2 ą 0, and set Zplqj :“
ř
j2`j3“j S
plq
j2
S
plq
j3
.
We consider the powers of bj in Eq. (6.2) and suppose that k1 ‰ 0 for the next calculation.
k1ÿ
l“1
»
—–p´2qm´1
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´1
Tj1Sj2Sj3
˛
‹‚2b2l ` . . .` p´2q0
¨
˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“0
Tj1Sj2Sj3
˛
‚2mbm`1l
fi
ffifl
“ 2m
k1ÿ
l“1
»
—–p´1qm´1
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´1
pT plqj1 ` blT
plq
j1´1qSj2Sj3
˛
‹‚b2l
` . . .`
¨
˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“0
pT plqj1 ` blT
plq
j1´1qSj2Sj3
˛
‚bm`1l
fi
fl
“ 2m
k1ÿ
l“1
»
—–p´1qm´1
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´1
T
plq
j1
Sj2Sj3
˛
‹‚b2l ` p´1qm´1
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´2
T
plq
j1
Sj2Sj3
˛
‹‚b3l
` p´1qm´2
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´2
T
plq
j1
Sj2Sj3
˛
‹‚b3l ` p´1qm´2
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´3
T
plq
j1
Sj2Sj3
˛
‹‚b4l
` . . .` p´1q0
¨
˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“0
T
plq
j1
Sj2Sj3
˛
‚bm`1l ` p´1q0
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“´1
T
plq
j1
Sj2Sj3
˛
‹‚bm`2l
fi
ffifl
“ 2mp´1qm´1
k1ÿ
l“1
»
—–
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´1
T
plq
j1
Sj2Sj3
˛
‹‚b2l
fi
ffifl ,
hence:
k1ÿ
l“1
»
—–p´2qm´1
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´1
Tj1Sj2Sj3
˛
‹‚2b2l ` . . .`
¨
˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“0
Tj1Sj2Sj3
˛
‚2mbm`1l
fi
ffifl
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“ p´2qm´1
k1ÿ
l“1
«˜ ÿ
j1`j2`j3“m´1
T
plq
j1
Sj2Sj3
¸
2b2l
ff
,
Notice that, with our settings, the previous equality holds also if k1 “ 0 or k2 “ 0 We consider now the
powers of cj in Eq. (6.2) and suppose that k2 ą 0 for the next calculation.
k2ÿ
j“1
»
—–p´2qm´1
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´1
Tj1Sj2Sj3
˛
‹‚2c2j
` . . .` p´2q0
¨
˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“0
Tj1Sj2Sj3
˛
‚2mcm`1j
fi
fl (6.3)
“ 2m
k2ÿ
j“1
»
—–p´1qm´1
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´1
Tj1Sj2Sj3
˛
‹‚c2j ` . . .`
¨
˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“0
Tj1Sj2Sj3
˛
‚cm`1j
fi
ffifl
“ 2m
k2ÿ
j“1
k1ÿ
j1“0
Tj1
m´1ÿ
r“0
p´1qm´1´r
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j2`j3
“m´1´r´j1
Sj2Sj3
˛
‹‚cr`2j
“ 2m
k2ÿ
j“1
k1ÿ
j1“0
Tj1
m´1ÿ
r“0
p´1qm´1´r
»
—– ÿ
j2`j3
“m´1´r´j1
pSpjqj2 ` cjS
pjq
j2´1q pS
pjq
j3
` cjSpjqj3´1q
fi
ffifl cr`2j
“ 2m
k2ÿ
j“1
k1ÿ
j1“0
Tj1
m´1ÿ
r“0
p´1qm´1´r
”
Z
pjq
m´1´r´j1c
r`2
j ` 2Zpjqm´2´r´j1cr`3j
`Zpjqm´3´r´j1cr`4j
ı
“ 2m
k2ÿ
j“1
k1ÿ
j1“0
Tj1p´1qm´1
”
Z
pjq
m´1´j1c
2
j ` 2Zpjqm´2´j1c3j ` Z
pjq
m´3´j1c
4
j
ı
` 2m
k2ÿ
j“1
k1ÿ
j1“0
Tj1p´1qm´2
”
Z
pjq
m´2´j1c
3
j ` 2Zpjqm´3´j1c4j ` Z
pjq
m´4´j1c
5
j
ı
` . . .` 2m
k2ÿ
j“1
k1ÿ
j1“0
Tj1p´1q1
”
Z
pjq
1´j1c
m
j ` 2Zpjq´j1cm`1j ` Z
pjq
´1´j1c
m`2
j
ı
` 2m
k2ÿ
j“1
cm`1j .
Hence the expression in Eq. (6.3) equals:
2mp´1qm´1
k2ÿ
j“1
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´1
Tj1S
pjq
j2
S
pjq
j3
˛
‹‚c2j ` 2m k2ÿ
j“1
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´2
Tj1S
pjq
j2
S
pjq
j3
˛
‹‚
ˆ c3j
“
2p´1qm´1 ` p´1qm´2‰` 2mm´1ÿ
r“2
k2ÿ
j“1
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´1´r
Tj1S
pjq
j2
S
pjq
j3
˛
‹‚
ˆ
”
p´1qm´1´r ` 2p´1qm´1´pr´1q ` p´1qm`1´r
ı
cr`2j
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“ p´2qm´1
k2ÿ
j“1
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´1
Tj1S
pjq
j2
S
pjq
j3
˛
‹‚2c2j ´ p´2qm´2 k2ÿ
j“1
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´2
Tj1S
pjq
j2
S
pjq
j3
˛
‹‚4c3j .
The resulting equality holds also if k1 “ 0 or k2 “ 0. In the latter case, we have Splqj2 “ cj “ dj “ 0 and an
empty sum in (6.3) equals 0. For the terms of the form crl d
2
l in Eq. (6.2), we can make a similar calculation.
For the calculation below, we suppose that k2 ‰ 0.
k2ÿ
j“1
»
—–p´2qm´1
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´1
Tj1Sj2Sj3
˛
‹‚d2j ` p´2qm´2
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´2
Tj1Sj2Sj3
˛
‹‚3d2jcj
` . . .` p´2q0
¨
˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“0
Tj1Sj2Sj3
˛
‚2m´2pm` 1qd2jcm´1j
fi
fl
“
k2ÿ
j“1
2m´1p´1qm´1
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´1
Tj1S
pjq
j2
S
pjq
j3
˛
‹‚d2j
´
k2ÿ
j“1
2m´2p´1qm´2
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´2
Tj1S
pjq
j2
S
pjq
j3
˛
‹‚cjd2j
` 2m´2
k2ÿ
j“1
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“´1
Tj1S
pjq
j2
S
pjq
j3
˛
‹‚pm` 2qcmj d2j ` k2ÿ
j“1
m´1ÿ
l“2
“p´1qm´l`1lcljd2j
` 2pl ` 1qp´1qm´lcljd2j ` pl ` 2qp´1qm´l´1cljd2j
‰ ¨˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´l´1
Tj1S
pjq
j2
S
pjq
j3
˛
‹‚2m´2
“ p´2qm´1
k2ÿ
j“1
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´1
Tj1S
pjq
j2
S
pjq
j3
˛
‹‚d2j ´ p´2qm´2 k2ÿ
j“1
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´2
Tj1S
pjq
j2
S
pjq
j3
˛
‹‚cjd2j .
The resulting equality holds also if k1 “ 0 or k2 “ 0. We have finally for the term in xm and 1 ă m ă k`1
on the left-hand side of Eq. (6.2):
2k`1pixqm
ˆ
P pk`1´m`2qp0q
pk ` 1´m` 2q!2k´m`2 ErΓ1pXqs ` . . .`
P pk`2qp0q
pk ` 2q!2k`1 ErΓmpXqs
˙
“ pixqmp´2qm´1
k2ÿ
j“1
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´1
Tj1S
pjq
j2
S
pjq
j3
˛
‹‚p2c2j ` d2j q
` pixqmp´2qm´2
k2ÿ
j“1
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´2
Tj1S
pjq
j2
S
pjq
j3
˛
‹‚p´4c3j ´ cjd2jq
` pixqmp´2qm´1
k1ÿ
j“1
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´1
T
pjq
j1
Sj2Sj3
˛
‹‚2b2j
` pixqmp´2qm´1a2
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´1
Tj1Sj2Sj3
˛
‹‚. (6.4)
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Consider now the term in xm for 1 ă m ă k ` 1 on the right-hand side of Eq. (6.1). Define:
Qm
˜ 8ÿ
i“0
cix
i
¸
“ cmxm.
Qm is thus the projection of a series (or a polynomial) on its term of degree m. The terms in x
m for
1 ă m ă k ` 1 on the right-hand side of Eq. (6.1) are given by:
ixa2Qm´1pG1pxqG2pxqq ` 2ixQm´1
˜
G2pxq
k1ÿ
l“1
b2l
ź
j‰l
p1´ 2ixbjq
¸
` ixQm´1
˜
G1pxq
k2ÿ
l“1
∆lp1´ 2ixclq
ź
j‰l
p1´ 2ixcjq2
¸
` pixq2Qm´2
˜
G1pxq
k2ÿ
l“1
cl∆l
ź
j‰l
p1´ 2ixcjq2
¸
´ 2ixQm´1
˜
G1pxq
k2ÿ
l“1
c2l
ź
j‰l
p1´ 2ixcjq2
¸
. (6.5)
We calculate now the projections appearing in the expression above.
G1pxqG2pxq “
k1ÿ
j1“0
p´2ixqj1Tj1
k2ÿ
j2“0
p´2ixqj2Sj2
k2ÿ
j3“0
p´2ixqj3Sj3 ,
Qm´1pG1pxqG2pxqq “ p´2ixqm´1
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´1
Tj1Sj2Sj3
˛
‹‚,
G2pxq
k1ÿ
l“1
b2l
ź
j‰l
p1´ 2ixblq “
k1ÿ
l“1
b2l
k1´1ÿ
j1“0
p´2ixqj1T plqj1
k2ÿ
j2“0
p´2ixqj2Sj2
k2ÿ
j3“0
p´2ixqj3Sj3 ,
Qm´1
˜
G2pxq
k1ÿ
l“1
b2l
ź
j‰l
p1 ´ 2ixblq
¸
“ p´2ixqm´1
k1ÿ
l“1
b2l
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´1
T
plq
j1
Sj2Sj3
˛
‹‚.
Notice that these equalities hold if k1 ě 0 and k2 ě 0. The following equalities can be derived as above:
Qm´1
˜
G1pxq
k2ÿ
l“1
∆lp1´ 2ixclq
ź
j‰l
p1´ 2ixcjq2
¸
“ p´2ixqm´1
»
—– k2ÿ
l“1
∆l
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´1
Tj1S
plq
j2
S
plq
j3
˛
‹‚` k2ÿ
l“1
cl∆l
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´2
Tj1S
plq
j2
S
plq
j3
˛
‹‚
fi
ffifl ,
Qm´2
˜
G1pxq
k2ÿ
l“1
cl∆l
ź
j‰l
p1´ 2ixcjq2
¸
“ p´2ixqm´2
k2ÿ
l“1
cl∆l
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´2
Tj1S
plq
j2
S
plq
j3
˛
‹‚,
Qm´1
˜
G1pxq
k2ÿ
l“1
c2l
ź
j‰l
p1´ 2ixcjq2
¸
“ p´2ixqm´1
k2ÿ
l“1
c2l
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´1
Tj1S
plq
j2
S
plq
j3
˛
‹‚.
We have thus for expression (6.5):
ixa2p´2ixqm´1
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´1
Tj1Sj2Sj2
˛
‹‚` 2ixp´2ixqm´1 k1ÿ
l“1
b2l
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´1
T
plq
j1
Sj2Sj3
˛
‹‚
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` ixp´2ixqm´1
k2ÿ
l“1
∆l
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´1
Tj1S
plq
j2
S
plq
j3
˛
‹‚
` ixp´2ixqm´1
k2ÿ
l“1
cl∆l
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´2
Tj1S
plq
j2
S
plq
j3
˛
‹‚
` pixq2p´2ixqm´2
k2ÿ
l“1
cl∆l
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´2
Tj1S
plq
j2
S
plq
j3
˛
‹‚
´ 2ixp´2ixqm´1
k2ÿ
l“1
c2l
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´1
Tj1S
plq
j2
S
plq
j3
˛
‹‚
“ pixqm
$’&
’%p´2qm´1
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´1
Tj1Sj2Sj3
˛
‹‚a2 ` 2p´2qm´1 k1ÿ
l“1
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´1
T
plq
j1
Sj2Sj3
˛
‹‚b2l
` p´2qm´1
k2ÿ
l“1
p2c2l ` d2l q
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´1
Tj1S
plq
j2
S
plq
j3
˛
‹‚
´ p´2qm´2
k2ÿ
l“1
cl∆l
¨
˚˝ ÿ
j1`j2`j3
“m´2
Tj1S
plq
j2
S
plq
j3
˛
‹‚
,/.
/- . (6.6)
This equality holds (again) for k1 ě 0 and k2 ě 0. Comparing Eq. (6.4) and Eq. (6.6), we find the desired
equality of the terms in xm on the left-hand and the right-hand side of Eq. (6.1).
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